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Colonel’s NOTES
The new year has brought with it
great optimism for the future of the
Army Reserve. As great strides are made
in achieving challenging objectives, the
opportunities and conditions of service
improve and make the life of the average
reservist better. Whilst balancing a reservist
and civilian career is never easy, the
Government’s recognition of the huge
value of Reservists is both encouraging and
reassuring. All the signs are that the various
packages and inducements available to our
soldiers will improve and that must surely
be good news, particularly for those recruits
who are about to embark on the ‘ reserve’
experience.
In the last few weeks one cannot fail
to notice the number of new television

programmes and books covering the 1st
World war. This has helped me focus on our
own commemoration in June and October. It
is hard to comprehend that these events took
place 100 years ago, particularly so as many
of us have known or were acquainted with
veterans of that war. Any account of those
days, whether historical or contemporary,
has the capacity to both horrify and humble
the reader and I know this is something we
all feel, whether an association member or
a recruit. I hope as many of you as possible
will play a part in this important anniversary.
At the recent Band Supper, Colonel
peter McLelland received on behalf of the
regiment a rather splendid oil painting of a
regimental vigil at the Messines memorial
and painted by Piper Hayden Cottom I was

delighted with it and on behalf of all ranks
would like to thank Hayden for his most
generous gift .
Finally, I am delighted to welcome the
new Officer Commanding. Nick Storey has
already made his presence felt and with his
considerable experience is well placed to take
over command during an exciting time for
the Army Reserve. I wish him well.

OC’s Notes
Since the last edition of the Gazette,
the focus of the serving company has
switched towards preparations for our
next operational deployment, which is
OP TOSCA, the UN mission in Cyprus.
Although this will not be as kinetic a
tour as recent operations in Afghanistan it
is nevertheless a demanding commitment
which will see the usual process of
compulsory mobilisation, pre deployment
training - mainly in public order (riot)
training and negotiation skills and a full
six month operational tour attracting a
UN medal. Our soldiers will commence
mission specific training in the New Year
and deploy in the Spring and we wish
them well.
We have also seen a number of key
personality changes, in particular in 1
Platoon, who now have a new platoon
commander (2Lt Scarsbrook) and new
platoon sergeant (the newly promoted
Sgt Cue). I’m also pleased that we have
been able to confirm the promotion of
Corporal Keyzer and Colour Sergeant
Wates amongst others. All of these
promotions and appointments are well
deserved and help to ensure that we have
a strong command and succession chain.
In addition, the new equipment that I
mentioned at Hallowe’en continues to flow

through, from new respirators to the new
issue boots. Which are brown! (Cue sharp
intakes of breath from some quarters!)
Whilst the company is still strongly
manned, we are beginning to see a dip in
numbers as some of those who deployed
on recent HERRICK tours have decided
to take a break from soldiering and it
is fair to say that the new outsourced
recruiting model is presenting a number
of challenges. However, I’m confident
that these will be overcome and it is vital
that we continue to identify and attract
new recruits to the company and convert
ex members of the serving company
to paid up members of the Regimental
Association. This means that, behind
preparation for operations, recruiting
must be the main effort for the company.
Lastly, although it feels like I have
been saying this for ever, I have finally
come to my last gazette note as OC and
I take up a new posting in Warminster in
January. Thank you all for the support,
encouragement and advice you have given
me over the years, and I am sure that you
will transfer this support to my successor,
who will have been announced by the
time you read this.

GMHC Strickland
Major
Officer Commanding
A (The London Scottish) Company
The London Regiment

STILL TO DO

Strike Sure.
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1 Platoon
This is my first piece ‘in situ’ as new
1 Platoon Commander for this gazette,
and I’m sure that most of those reading
will have seen my introduction in the last
issue.
Since integrating with 1 Platoon, I have
been consistently impressed with the
dedication and quality of its soldiers. The
platoon is well trained and drilled, and
Recently, the platoon has faced some
challenges, not least the absence of many
familiar faces from weekly training. A
large number of the platoon are currently
deployed on Op TOSCA, the British
contribution to the United Nations’
Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus. There,
platoon members will form part of the
London Regiment platoon deployed
alongside our Irish Guards counterparts.
Pre-deployment training included public
order training amongst other intensive
preparations, and I look forward to
receiving further updates as their time in
Cyprus progresses. I particularly enjoyed
recognising a few 1 Platoon faces on the
British Army’s Facebook page update
about the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge
presenting the Irish Guards with their
shamrock on St Patrick’s Day, the kilts of
the Jocks lending a rather unique touch to
the parade.
That said, the lower than usual numbers
at drill nights has led to Horseferry Road
feeling quiet at times, and has also created
some amusing situations with temporary
barmen filling in for the ever-able LCpl
Holbrough…
1 Platoon members have also been
active elsewhere. In January, LCpl Dixey
and Pte Bugonovic travelled to Pirbright to
compete in the Battlebuddy Games, a pairs
Crossfit competition. The substance of it
is well covered by LCpl Dixey elsewhere
in this issue, but it sounds very tough and
the pair acquitted themselves well against
fierce opposition.
LCpl Bronitz has also been widely
active in the past months, providing a
number of lessons and training support.
He recently was lead DS on a very well
received Battle PT stand and an assault
course on a successful A Coy led weekend
involving various command tasks amid an
overriding navigation task. I was used as
a demonstration troop on the latter of his

Battlebuddy Games 2014

responsibilities – I think my ungainly rope
swing technique may need some work!
LCpl Suronko-Linsay and Pte Squire
have, at the time of writing, been attending
the DITs course to train for various
teaching duties within the platoon. Reports
so far have been very encouraging, and the
platoon will benefit greatly from the no
doubt enthusiastic teaching of these two in
the future.
Sgt Cue and LCpl Dixey attended the
Unit Navigator’s Course, also recently. By
all reports LCpl Dixey shone brightly and
contended for first place on the course,
receiving very good feedback and making
it into the top three. Both passed and I’ll
be glad to have such capable navigators
within the platoon (and will no doubt have
my own navigation efforts under great
scrutiny!)
Since January, the platoon’s wider
training focus has been a mix of solid
foundation training and MATTs coverage.
Hopefully, with more members of the
platoon becoming trained in instructor
and teaching duties, we can begin to
integrate more self-led and interest lessons
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into future plans. Individuals within the
platoon have a wealth of experience,
and the unit can only benefit from such
experience being passed on. I, for one, look
forward to learning from them.
Attendance in the last few months has
been relatively patchy, although I am aware
of the challenge of so many deployed on
TOSCA. I am confident that members of
the platoon will continue to encourage
their fellow soldiers to attend and that the
future training and AT (watch this space!)
will prove to be enjoyable and useful.
On a final note, it is encouraging to see so
many new faces around Horseferry Road.
I hope that we can begin welcoming new
members to 1 Platoon in the near future.
No doubt the platoon will continue to set
an excellent example, especially during this
year, the 100th anniversary of the outbreak
of WWI, a particularly important and
relevant year for the London Scottish to
mark.

On the 24th January Pte Bugonovic
and LCpl Dixey made the short journey
down to Pirbright for the first pairs’ Army
competition. The competition was based
on the sport of fitness known as Crossfit.
This is a strength and condition program
with the main of improving, amongst other
things, muscular strength, cardio endurance
and flexibility. Crossfit has sought to define
fitness as “work capacity across broad time
and modal domains”. Essentially, in layman’s
terms, this means to measure workout
where a measureable output can be taken.
The one-day event sought to find the
fittest pair in the Armed forces and for
us it consisted of four short workouts.
Although being short they certainly
tested all aspects of physical ability. The
first workout was appropriately named
“Boulders for Shoulders”, and had a time cap
of ten minutes, while one man worked the
other rested. The working partner would
complete 10 shoulders to overhead presses
with a 40kg bar, 10 hand-release press-ups
and 10 ground to overhead presses with a
25kg plate. For Milan this proved to be a
huge eye opening experience, particularly as
the many years of pumping iron in the gym
in the mirror had not prepared him for this
onslaught of a workout and the barrage of
excuses after the workout was extensive.
The second workout proved to be as
nauseating as the first, an eight minute

workout broken down into two segments.
The first was a 4 minute window to complete
as many deadlifts as possible, and then
straight into the second 4 minute window
to complete as many bar over burpees as
possible. Having lost his manliness in the
first workout Milan (Bugonovic) again
tried to redeem himself by choosing a 90kg
deadlift for us both. Again this did not turn
out to be a wise choice…
After lunch the competition resumed
with another tough workout. A 10 minute
ladder event called “Unusual Object Carry
Ladder”. The workout started with one
partner face down on the starting line,
on the command of a whistle you had to
sprint 20 meters up to a mat and complete
5 back squats using a weighted sandbag.
On completion of the 5 squats you had to
turn and sprint back and your partner had
to complete the cycle again, but instead of
5 back squat the count increased by reps.
on each cycle it would increase by 5 reps.
Having felt mildly disappointed by our
performance thus far I felt confident that
this was a good workout for us both to push
up the table and produce a good result.
Getting off to a good start, 1, 2, 3 cycles
complete and then, on the fourth round,
my Battlebuddy goes down to both knees
in despair. About 3 minutes into the third
workout, riddled with pain and exhaustion
from the last two workouts, he pulled out.

Left with an almighty task, almost 7 minutes
on the clock, I set about completing as many
rounds a possible on my own. Despite the
setback we came 4 places from the bottom
and beat both OTC units that came, thank
god.
The last event was no easier that any of
the events that had preceded it, 100 calorie
row, 100 kettle bell swings (24k) and 100
wall balls with a 9kg medicine ball. This was
brutal and felt like it went on for a while….
Crossfit is unlike anything you have
probably experienced before. Forget Tough
Mudder, BMF and any variety of bootcamp
you can think of, they are very tame in
comparison to Crossfit. Milan and I came a
very respectable 16th of out 24 teams; sadly
(thank god) this was not good enough to
progress into the Semi-Final as the next two
workouts were unimaginable.
Finally I would like show my appreciation
to the Driver, Masseuse and Caterer for
the day, LCpl James, for his fantastic effort
throughout the day in supporting us both.
For all those interested the Army PTI
School will be holding an individuals
event in the Summer this year, date to be
confirmed.
Strike Sure
LCpl Dixey

Strike Sure,
2Lt Scarsbrook
1 Platoon Commander
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Introducing 2Lt Scarsbrook
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The London Regiment provided the Guard of Honour for the Lord Mayor
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Officers’ mess notes
After a summer which had included
attendance by Company Officers
at the Royal Caledonian Ball, and
then the temporary relocation of the
Officers Mess to a Hut in Thetford
during London Regiment ATP, the
Officers mess life quickly moved
into the busy period of Ceremonial
Duties and Civic engagement before
Christmas.
There was a good turn out of officers
at the Hallowe’en Dinner and the
Remembrance Church Parade as always
, but also at the Lord Mayors Show,
where this year the London Regiment
has the special honour of forming the
Guard of Honour. In fact there were
‘too many’ London Scottish Officers in
attendance and not enough positions
for them in the parade! Consequently
Capts Wickman and Barklem quickly
changed from service dress into
Combats (MTP), drew weapons, and
joined the London Regiment ‘multiple’
which was patrolling along in the centre
of the Parade, showing the modern,
operational side of the unit.
Mess Members also attended lovely
evening in the London Regiment carol
service in the Chapel Royal in the Tower
of London for the Officers and Sgts
Mess. This was followed by Ceremony
of the Keys, for those members who
wanted to remain behind, and in fact
several members who had planned to
leave early found themselves detained
by the Yoeman Warders and had the
unexpected pleasure of the watching
the historic ceremony regardless of
their plans!
An enjoyable Christmas breakfast
was also held at the Caledonian Club
on 20th December for those LS Scottish
Officers available. Coming into the
new year, the first event of note was
the A (LS) Company Burns Supper.
This was not actually an Officers Mess
event, but was held in the Dining
Room upstairs at Horseferry Road and
included every member of the company
from Private soldier up. The evening
was a great success and an opportunity

for the junior soldiers of the company
to experience a dinner night with a
tradition mess setting, but with an
intimate and informal feel appropriate
to the occasion and audience. Poetical
highlights included the Address to the
Haggis read by Capt Wickman (with a
‘free translation’ by the Company 2IC)
a ‘Nigerian-London’ interpretation
of To A Mouse by Sgt Oyalegan, and,
finally, a pointed reminder of Burns’
disregard for rank or social status in an
excellent rendition of A Man’s A Man
for A’ That, appropriately read by the
five most junior soldiers present.
The second purpose of the Burns
night however, was to bid a fond farewell
to Major Strickland as OC A (LS) Coy
and as PMC. After a long period in
command, characterised by tireless
dedication to the troops and attention
to detail (which was paid tribute to in
an only partially tongue-in-cheek toast
to ‘The Immortal Memory’ of Geoffrey
Strickland) he has been posted to the
Land Warfare School, Warminster,
to serve as an SO2 Directing Staff on
the Junior Officer’s Tactical Awareness
Course.
We congratulate Major Storey on his
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recent promotion and return to the
company to take over as OC and PMC,
after a year as OC Recruit Training
Wing, during a time of real change for
that department. We also congratulate
Capt Barklem on his recent promotion,
and welcome 2Lt Kai Scarsbrook to the
mess after his commissioning in the
summer.
The mess hosted a lunch on 13 Feb,
with partners present, and in early
March the junior officers attended a
subsidised social with their peers from
across the London Regiment, aimed at
building mess identity and promoting
officer retention during this time of
change for the Regiment and wider
Army Reserve. The Mess looks forward
to further activities in 2014, including
involvement of potential officers
in more functions, and planning is
underway for an event to mark the
end of Col Rankin-Hunt’s time as
Regimental Colonel later in the year.
Captain Monty d’Inverno
Second in Command
A (London Scottish) Company
The London Regiment

The Spring Dinner of the Society
was held at Headquarters on
Wednesday 19th March 2014.
Those present were J.A.Clemence,
A.C.Morris, G.C.Kellas, R.D.Holliday,
D.L.Franklin, C.Granger, B.D.Welsh,
J.F.J.Spoore, I.L.King, M.V.Ormiston,
J.F.Hudson, D.R.L.James, S.D. Lovelock,
G.H.Dickman,
C.R.E.Dobney,
R.R.Wirgman,
R.G.Skilling,
M.J.
Felstead, R.S.Younger, B. Alderson and
A.D.Parsons
Apologies were received from
W.J.B Anderson, W.B.Campbell, S.H.
Henwood, P.J.Layden M.D.Randall,
M.P.Durrant,
P.Brodie-Fraser,
M.J.Felstead and P.J.McLucas.
J.F.Hudson was chairman having just
returned on Eurostar with some very
delicious French cheese to add to the
cheeseboard. A very tasty meal was
provided.
A.D.Parsons provided a Musical
Interlude of very high quality and
was presented with his Certificate of

Membership.
G.C.Kellas proposed the Customary
Vote of Thanks and I.L.King proposed
the health of the Chairman.
The Autumn Dinner 2014 would be
held on Wednesday 25th September
2014 (Chairman S.H.Henwood).
The Spring Dinner 2015 would be on
Wednesday 18th March 2015.
Glenworple Highlanders Special
Dinner
On 15th January 2014 the Society
arranged a dinner at The Olde Cheshire
Cheese to commemorate the founding
of the Society there on 29th March
1912.
After meeting in one of the bars the
dinner was in the same upstairs room
as was used in 1912 and it seemed as
though very little had changed in the
intervening 102 years. 19 members
attended:
J.A.Clemence, A.C.Morris, G.C.Kellas,
S.H.Henwood,
D.L.Franklin,

C.Granger, B.D.Welsh, P.J.Layden,
I.L.King, M.V.Ormiston, M.D.Randall,
M.P.Durrant,
D.R.L.James,
S.D.Lovelock, G.H.Dickman, P.BrodieFraser, R.G.Skilling, R.S.Younger and
M.J.Felstead.
The menu was Smoked Salmon
Terrine, Ye Famous Steak and Kidney
Pudding and Apple Crumble and
Custard all served in ample proportions.
There were no formalities apart from
the Toast to The Memory of Duncan
Tovey and Absent Comrades proposed
by the Honorary Secretary J.A.Clemence
who said a few appropriate words and
thanked all those who had sacrificed
their time to recce the arrangements
which had required no less than 2 visits.
It was agreed that it had been a
memorable occasion and much enjoyed
by all attending.

GLASGOW ASSOCIATION branch
Tempus fugit as the Romans used
to say and not much has changed in
2,000 years - Gazette time already!
Here in Scotland life continues with
this special year of commemoration
and celebration with the anniversary
of the beginning of WW1, Glasgow’s
Commonwealth Games and the Year
of Homecoming Scotland. For the
latter event a fine ale has been brewed
by Inveralmond Brewery, helping
expatriate Scots everywhere raise a
toast to their homeland.
At last year’s lunch in April, Col.
David Rankin-Hunt kindly gave a ‘State
of the Regiment’ address to the 49
attendees. Bob Harman spoke about the
late Marie Galbraith’s contribution to
the Glasgow Branch and the local Royal
British Legion during her long life. Your

Hon. Secretary was very surprised, yet
honoured, to be presented with a fine
medallion struck by the Regiment to
celebrate the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee.
Celebrations continued long after the
customary rendition of Auld Lang Syne
in a local hostelry, as is local tradition.
At Remembrance Sunday Alan
Nathan, ex-CSM of A Coy, now working
in Glasgow for the forthcoming
Commonwealth Games, with stalwart
support from Ally (Archie) Gemmell
and Col. David McArthur, and with the
Hon. Secretary’s borrowed Glengarry,
laid the Branch’s wreath at the George
Square Cenotaph amidst a media
frenzy, as for a change, politicians of
all sides want to be seen to be forces
friendly.
Considering
the
widening

geographical spread of the Glasgow
Branch’s members, it has been proposed
to change the Branch name to London
Scottish
Regimental
Association
(Scotland). This can be considered
further at the lunch, when a quorum
will be present. This year’s lunch
will be on Sat 10 May at the Western
Club, Glasgow. Tickets from the Hon
Secretary on 01738 449373. Looking
forward to seeing many of you then.
Strike Sure,
Ken Duncan
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Well, one year later, and said female guest
was again in attendance. Recognising young
Withers, she remained obviously concerned
about completing her biological comparative
studies and, sat at a table immediately in
front of where the Band were playing, was
animatedly interested - through the use of
unmistakeable pantomime gestures - about
the potential performance and dimensions
of the functioning article. I must say that
it makes me immensely proud to be part of
a Band with such an obvious, and selfless,
devotion to furthering the boundaries of
human knowledge!

Pipes and drums
There was a soldier, a Scottish soldier
Who wandered far away, and soldiered far
away
There was none bolder, with good broad
shoulder
He’s fought in many a fray, and fought and
won.
He’s seen the glory, and told the story
Of battles glorious, and deeds victorious
But now he’s sighing, his heart is crying
To leave these green hills of Tyrol
The now customary lyrics, introducing
this edition of Band Notes, are in honour of
our esteemed Drum Major, Nobby Foulis,
about whom there will be more later. ‘A
Scottish Soldier’ is, of course, the wellknown folk song, written by that archetypal
highland entertainer Andy Stewart. The
lyrics are about a dying soldier, dreaming
of returning to his native Scotland, rather
than die in Tyrol, a province of the Austrian
Empire. The song reached number one in
Canada, Australia and New Zealand, spent
36 weeks in the UK singles chart in 1961,
and - somewhat surprisingly - was in the top
50 in the USA for over a year. The melody
to which the lyrics are set, ‘The Green Hills
of Tyrol’, is a popular pipe tune, transcribed,
during the Crimean War, by John MacLeod
from ‘La Tua Danza Sì Leggiera’, a chorus
part in the third act of Gioachino Rossini’s
1829 opera ‘William Tell’ (Guglielmo Tell);
Rossini had originally adapted the tune
from Alpine folk music.
British Military Tournament 2013
Having participated in all four British
Military Tournaments since the event was
reinstituted in 2010, the Ps&Ds uprooted
across to Earls Court for our ‘annual longweekend camp’ from Thursday 5th to
Sunday 8th December 2013. As is usual,
there were practices and rehearsals on
the Thursday and Friday, with two public
performances each on Saturday and Sunday.
Our performance was curtailed, this time,
from the huge Massed Pipes and Drums
which we put together for the 2012 BMT,
and was limited to leading the Pensioners
from the Royal Hospital, Chelsea into the
arena for the finale; fine by us, as the Chelsea
Pensioners always get the biggest cheer
from the audience!
It was an additional honour, this year, that

Regimental Association Dinner
On the evening of Monday 27th
January 2014, a near full complement of
the Ps&Ds were honoured to perform
during a dinner at 95 to commemorate
the 150th Anniversary of the founding
of the Regimental Association. It was a
splendid occasion - which I am sure will be
reported on elsewhere in this Gazette - and
it was a pleasure to join our friends in the
Association in celebrating this important
milestone.

The author with a very welcome can of beer ‘By Royal Appointment’!!
HRH The Earl of Wessex, KG, GCVO, ADC,
as Royal Honorary Colonel of The London
Regiment, was taking the Royal Salute at the
Saturday afternoon performance, especially
as HRH was wearing the Hodden Grey.
Not only was it immeasurably good for the
Band’s back-stage ‘street cred’ to have our
uniform so prominently displayed in the
Royal Box, but HRH very kindly instructed
his Equerry to visit us after the show to say
how impressed The Earl had been with our
performance.
Highly chuffed with our little selves, we
sat back with a certain smugness to await
the start of the evening show, thinking that
things couldn’t get much better ... but they
could. Ten minutes later, The Earl’s Equerry
reappeared carrying two cases of lager; “His
Royal Highness thought that you could
all use a beer” was the Royal Command
(well, we took it as a command, although
we never normally need to be instructed
to drink beer). How fantastic was that?
A beer each from our Royal Colonel!
It was an extremely kind, and most
welcomed, gesture, about which we will all,
undoubtedly, tell our grandchildren. For
about seven nanoseconds, we collectively
debated whether each of us should drink
our individual can, or frame it ... until
deciding - in a rare moment of perspicacity
- that, once framed, an empty tin of beer
would look much like a full one! Having
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reached a consensus, said amber nectar
disappeared down thirsty throats!
Well, surely BMT 2013 couldn’t get even
better ... but, again, it did. Following the final
public performance on the Sunday evening,
Piper Rob Blackledge and Drummer Nick
Gair were invited to join the line-up to be
presented to HRH The Duke of Cambridge,
who had been the principal guest at the
show. Having kindly congratulated us on
our performance, The Duke remarked how
pleased his uncle would have been for The
London Scottish to be part of the BMT, so
we recounted the story of the beers. “Very
nice of The Earl” remarked The Duke, “what
kind of beers were they?” On being told they
were Australian lagers, The Duke suggested
that he would ask our Royal Colonel to do
better next time!
So, BMT 2013 was another success and
an enjoyable outing for the Ps&Ds. At the
time of writing, the future of the British
Military Tournament hangs in the balance,
with a 2014 tournament being far from
certain, so watch this space!
Army and Navy Club
On the evening of Wednesday 22nd
January 2014, Pipers Stuart Nicholson,
Calum Galleitch, David Stewart and Tommy
Johnston, accompanied by Drummer Iain
Withers, played at the Army & Navy Club
(the ‘new’ In & Out). Unfortunately, timings

Whisky Waiters Galore!
for the formal dinner went awry due to a
lady seated at the top table choking on her
starter of Haggis; although luckily there was
a doctor in the house. Interestingly, instead
of utilising the assembled mini-band as
musicians, the Club asked the assembled
bandsmen to form up for the ‘Haggis
Procession’ with one Piper playing ‘A Mans
a Man’, one Piper carrying the Whisky (and
pouring the drams) - which was exactly
the right job for “make it a big measure”
Davey Stewart - one Piper carrying a silver
tray of glasses and with the final Piper and
Drummer carrying their instruments.
One is tempted to suggest that the
Army & Navy Club might have heard our
‘musicians’ perform before, and had, thus,
assigned them less audibly unobtrusive
tasks ... but that would be being unkind!
Naturally, the newly formed London
Scottish Wine Waiter Platoon discharged
their duties admirably, as is only to be
expected, thus neatly demonstrating the
difference between true professionals and
merely competent amateurs!

50 Shades of Hodden Grey
When the Ps&Ds played at the same
function at the Army & Navy Club last
year, a very genteel young lady - although
obviously no shrinking violet (her identity
must remain a secret to protect your author
from libel law) - ventured into the Band’s
changing room to inquire as to what, if
anything, was worn under the kilt. Being
a true gentleman, and not wishing to refuse
this quest for knowledge from a young lady
of such obvious refinement, Drummer Iain
Withers informed her that everything was,
indeed, “all in perfect working order”.
However, such anecdotal data didn’t
seem to convince this female amateur
anatomist in her anthropometrical analysis,
who movingly implored Master Withers
to provide empirical evidence, and permit
her the honour of direct observational
investigation.
Needless to say, our bold Drummer duly
obliged and showed her .... all, of course, in
the interests of scientific investigation!

Quartets’ Competition
On Sunday 2nd March 2014, a crack
squad of seven pipers roused themselves
from their beds at a previously unknown
hour and proceeded to Broxbourne to take
part in a Quartet Competition (in one case,
several hours after turning off his alarm
clock and going back to sleep). Keener
mathematicians amongst the Gazette
readership will note that a quartet typical
denotes four, and that four into seven
does not go, unless you have the counting
skills of the typical drummer! Happily,
the contest organisers took a leaf from the
rules of Canasta and decided that the Pipe
Major could function as a sort of Joker, and
generously allowed him to play twice.
The London Scottish “A” quartet,
consisting the P/M, David Stewart, Ian the
Painter and Stuart Nicholson, were on first
in the contest at 9.15am prompt and, by all
accounts, put in a splendid performance although, sadly, some of the other bandsmen
missed the opportunity of supporting their
colleagues, as they were getting a lift with
the aforementioned sleeper-in.
Thus,
the “B” quartet arrived in leisurely style
later on in the morning and breakfasted
upon Irn Bru and Lorne Sausage, trying to
avoid the recruiting sergeants of the solo
competitions. It later transpired that a
certain solo competitor’s main motivation
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for competing was that - having won it the
previous year - he had mislaid the cup, and
didn’t wish to exert himself finding it (even
later, it transpired that he failed in this aim).
Drawn up of the P/M, Lance-Corporal
Parsons, Calum Galleitch and Rob
“Justin Time” Green (alarm-clock owner
extraordinaire), the “B” quartet readied
themselves - an extensive process involving
mirrors, combs, scent, choosing of jackets,
and occasionally some light bagpipe tuning.
All was worth it, however, for the quartet
delivered a fine performance which earned
them a 14th place overall, with the “A”
quartet receiving 18th. Whilst the Ps&Ds
are unlikely ever to neglect their regimental
duties to the extent required to reach the top
tier of pipe band competition, an enjoyable
day was had by all, and there is a general
feeling that a few gentle competitive outings
from time to time would be no bad thing ....
especially if we can garner some silverware!
Annual Band Competition
The Band’s annual McLeod Medal
competition took place on Thursday
6th March 2014, and provided another
enjoyable evening of musical entertainment
in the Queen Elizabeth Bar. The revised
format has settled down well, and the miniband competition is proving increasingly
popular with both bandsmen and spectators
alike. The results of this year’s competitions
were:

A special mention must be made of Piper
Calum Galleitch, who won the McLeod for
the second year running; pipers wishing
to deprive Calum of his ‘three in a row’ in
2015 should start practicing now!! In a
more light-hearted vein, two of our newer
Pipers were presented with ‘Tory Boy’ and
‘Treasury Boy’ tee shirts, so that the rest of
the Band can tell them apart ... if they wear
them!!
So, well done to one and all, and sincere
thanks - as usual - to the P/M, D/M, Lt Col
McLelland and Major Young and Laura in
the Regimental Office, who were responsible
for all the behind-the-scenes organisation
and front-of-house presentation on the
night. Thanks also to our regular judges,
P/M Roger Huth and D/M Cecil McCready
..... although perhaps the Pipe Major might
think about providing them with a little
more notice next year?
Band Supper
Saturday 22nd March 2014 saw the annual
Band Supper; the occasion when serving
and former Bandsmen, and their guests,
gather for a relaxed evening of food, drink
and banter! This year’s Chairman was Piper
Rob Green, who was actually attending his
first Band Supper, and who also became the
honoured recipient of the 2014 President’s
Tom-Tom due to a number of alarm-clock
related misdemeanours, entertainingly and

McLeod Medal
(open piping):			
Calum Galleitch
Bryan Alderson Shield
(for most improved Drummer):
Paul Connolly
MacPherson Quaich
(for veteran Piper):			
Tommy Johnston
Attwooll Trophy
(open solo drumming):			
Iain Withers
The Distillers Company
Mini-Band Prize:
Stuart Nicholson
David Stewart
Stuart Hume
Stephen Hill
Nick Gair

Mrs Nicholson hard at work
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eloquently catalogued by Lt Col McLelland
in his Band President’s address.
In keeping with the emerging theme
of doubling-up, Piper Calum Galleitch who entertained those assembled with his
McLeod Medal winning MSR set and some
additional bagpipe extemporisation - was
presented with the Band’s own award, the
150th Anniversary Claymore, awarded to
the bandsman who has contributed ‘above
and beyond the call of duty’ during the
previous year. This was much deserved, as
Calum has been the driving force behind
raising the standard of pipe tuning and
maintenance over the past twelve months.
The excellent food was produced under
the expert supervision of Drummer
Alex Cooper, and we dined on Balmoral
chicken with bashed tatties and whisky
sauce, followed by a Cranachan Pavlova.
Thus, it appears that the Ps&Ds now have
our very own Catering Corps to augment
the London Scottish Wine Waiter Platoon
mentioned above .... perhaps we could
break into the corporate hospitality market,
offering food and music! Our bill of fare
was accompanied by the - now traditional couple of firkins of fine ale provided by the
Band Fund (although, as the old joke goes,
they were too firkin small, as the beer had
ran out by midnight!!!) However, a most
convivial evening was had by all, and it was
extremely enjoyable to see so many former

band members at the Supper. We were also
delighted to have Colonels Fahy and Ludlow
in attendance, and we are most grateful for
their continued support.
Court & Social
We all know that The London Scottish
is a ‘family’, and that a great many people
outside the Serving Company or the
Bandsmen in the Ps&Ds contribute
massively towards our success and public
profile. So, I’m delighted to be able to
formally record the thanks of the Band
to Mrs Beryl Nicholson (long-suffering
mother of Piper Stuart Nicholson) who
has taken many hours repairing the Band’s
ceremonial pipe banners. After trawling
round the many sewing and haberdashery
shops in Surrey and Kent, Beryl found the
perfect material to repair them and attach
new drone ties to each one. Hopefully, this
will make the banners last for many years to
come, and we are most grateful to Beryl for
all her hard work. I wonder if there is a new
business opportunity here .... ‘Affordable
Banners’???
Drum Major Nobby Foulis: A Golden
Anniversary!
As reported in the previous edition of
Band Notes, 2014 marks our Drum Major’s
50th year in uniform. This is a significant
achievement, and one which is worthy of
noting in print! After much persuasion and
feigned reluctance - of the “I don’t like to
push myself into the limelight” variety - I’m
delighted to have finally convinced Nobby
to jot down a few recollections from over
the years .... I even managed to obtain a few
pictures from his album, which we have
converted from the original Daguerreotypes
(look it up) to reproduce here!
However, what better way to introduce
Nobby’s own account of his adventures in
various shades of khaki and brown, than
the following extract from an article which
appeared in the on-line edition of The
Scotsman of Monday 24th March 2014:
Upstairs, in a room off the balcony, the
Pipes and Drums of the London Scottish
Regiment are preparing to perform, some of
them sipping bottled lagers or whisky and
ginger ale, others getting into uniform.
Drum Major David Foulis, known
as Nobby, is a 66-year-old Glaswegian,
specifically a Partick man, and has been
in the army since joining the Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders at 17. His barrelbroad chest is bright with campaign medals

“There was a soldier, A Scottish soldier” ... Nobby as a young Argyll in 1964
- Northern Ireland, South Arabia, Malay
Peninsula, Borneo - and each hand has
a fading tattooed swallow, souvenirs of
Singapore. “I was in the Crater with Mad
Mitch,” he says, referring to his 1967 posting
in Aden, fighting nationalist insurgents
under the command of Lieutenant Colonel
Colin Mitchell, “anything for the troops,
that guy; charisma coming out his arsehole”.
Nobby gives the strong impression
of being considerably tougher than the
toughest pair of old boots one might hope
to find, mentioning in passing that just four
weeks ago he suffered a “wee haemorrhage”
of the brain. I can’t believe you’re here
tonight, I tell him. “Neither can my wife,”
he grins.
So, cast your mind back to the early
1960s (if you can) - three years after ‘A
Scottish Soldier’ had topped the hit parade
- as our future Drum Major takes himself
off to enlist, for Queen and Country, with
the immortal lyrics ringing in his ears:
There was a soldier, a Scottish soldier, Who

wandered far away, and soldiered far away,
There was none bolder, with good broad
shoulder, He’s fought in many a fray, and
fought and won. So, without further ado,
here is Nobby’s story in his own words!
Thanks for the memories!
Fort George lies some sixteen miles
North East of Inverness and today it is
a well maintained tourist attraction. In
the 60’s it was, however, a very different
place; the training depot for the Highland
Brigade. It was a cold, bleak, always windy,
miserable place. Scotland’s Alcatraz is what
I remember and, 50 years on, my opinion
hasn’t changed one bit.
It had all began on Friday 31st January
1964 in the Recruiting Office at Glasgow’s
Charing Cross. I had expected a tin hat and
a gun and marching off into the sunset, but
they gave me three-day’s pay, ration money
and sent me home again to report to the
Fort on the following Monday, 3rd February
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A posed photo of Nobby in Borneo ... I’m an Argyll; Get Me Out of Here!!!
- the day the music died according to the
song [1]. Quite symbolic as it turned out!!
So there we were on our first morning,
me and 29 other misfits, all jack the lad in
skin tight trousers and winkle picker shoes.
All that changed abruptly when Joe Hubble,
our training sergeant, appeared. Yes, the
very same Joe Hubble, ex-Black Watch,
Yeoman Warder and old friend of the
London Jocks. Like lambs to the slaughter
we were. Human Rights? Leave them at the
Guardroom son. We fight for democracy,
we certainly don’t practice it.
I don’t know what the recruits do
nowadays, but we had to make bed blocks,
exact to the yard stick, kit folded to precise
measurement or the contents of your locker
went out the barrack window. Character
building they told us!! Endless drill, though,
in ammunition boots, you could hear the
improvement – or sometimes not. No such
thing as a dining hall, we had a cookhouse
where the choice was eggs or eggs. The
exception was a Friday when, on being
fell out, the Protestants would race to the
front of the queue and get the fish so that

the Catholics would have nothing to eat.
Sectarian Scotland at its best!!
Sixteen weeks later, by now a fully trained,
steely-eyed, killer of the night, I departed
dear old Blighty on my 18th birthday bound
for Singapore. 28 hours back then, that’s
flying time, not including refuelling stops,
but it was worth it when we got there. The
Borneo Confrontation had not long started,
so there were a lot of troops from all three
Services on the island and they had to be
“catered” for. Ah, Bugis Street, I remember
you well.
Two week’s acclimatisation, another two
week’s jungle training in Brunei, then off to
Borneo proper. Now that WAS a culture
shock. In all, the Argylls spent three years
in Singapore, interspersed with three sixmonth tours in Borneo. Not your ideal
place to be, but now I see it’s a holiday
destination!! Places like Pa Mein, Pa Dali,
Bario, Plaman Mapu, Tebakan Tebadu;
there’s a walk down memory lane for any
old sweats. Just a firebase on a hill, living
underground in your trench when not out
on patrol. My Company lived on 24-hour
ration packs for six months on the first tour.
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All the pineapples and bananas you could
eat, but no fresh rations. Always wet, either
by sweat or by the rain. Not proper British
rain, but rain like you wouldn’t believe and
instant, like turning on a tap. Nothing else
to do but take it, sleeping in soaking kit in
your “basha” to get it dry for the morning,
then the whole procedure started over
again. Lots of wildlife when lying in ambush
or on stag quiet and still. Wild boar, orang u
tangs, snakes, etc but they never came near.
“They’re more scared of you” we were told,
though no one believed them. Mosquitoes
were an ongoing irritation, as were leeches.
A lit cigarette close to them and they drop
off. Or salt over them and they shrivel into
nothing. A drummer from our Ps&Ds had
one crawl up the end of his unmentionable.
Once in, it couldn’t turn round so he was
casevaced by helicopter, which we didn’t
see a lot of by the way, to cut him open and
remove said beastie. Now that went around
the battalion like wildfire and caused such
consternation that we were issued condoms.
Double Durex every day on patrol.
When we did get a helicopter it was
most often as a rapid reaction in response
to some incident. Finding a clearing in the
jungle was often a non-starter, so the only
way down was by rope as it hovered above
the canopy. These trees were 100 plus feet
high but never any casualties. It’s amazing
what sheer terror makes you do!! Normally
we went everywhere by foot. Ten days
rations, spare A41 radio batteries, water,
etc, it weighed a ton. I have seen the lads on
the news carrying huge bergens; goodness
knows what they have in them, we only had
a smallpack.
The latrines in the firebase were pretty
basic. Just a row of thunderboxes over an
open trench, each one segregated with
hessian - to protect your modesty. The
officer’s loo was a garden shed thing on a
raft tethered to the bank of the nearby river.
Someone untied the rope whilst the Padre
was inside and off he went floating down the
river. That caused much hilarity, although
the man himself was a bit miffed. No doubt
the perpetrators will be held to account
when they reach the Pearly Gates.
Borneo was a long, hard, slog but
squaddies can find humour anywhere, and
we always had Singers to go back to. We
didn’t get paid, as there was nothing to buy,
which meant there were 700 Glengarried
Men with six months wages in their pocket
hitting the Singapore streets. (Pause for

A Bristol Belvedere, NOT a Boeing Chinook, hovers over the canopy
a mo, whilst I try to get the smile off my
face!!) Scrapping with the Navy or the RAF
every other night, sometimes involving a lot
of blokes. Sometimes a lorra, lorra blokes,
but it was just fisticuffs, no weapons at all. It
was indulged then as “that’s what squaddies
do”.
The Battalion arrived back in the UK
in November ’66, being posted to Seaton
Barracks in Plymouth and, in our absence,
the mini skirt had arrived. I can still
remember a young lady being stared at in
wonder and amazement by a throng of sun
bronzed warriors at the railway station. A
word from the wise to all the single blokes;
when you plan your next holiday never
mind Ibeza or Aya Nappa, get yourself down
to Union Street in Plymouth and sample the
Devon delights!! You’ll thank me, promise.
It was a real Navy town, probably still
would be if they still had some boats, but
one Wednesday night not long after New
Year we sallied forth en-masse for a prearranged “social evening” with the sailors.
Because there was so many involved, the
police, MPs and Shore Patrol just blocked
off the street and let us get on with it. That
was that, the matelots stayed in Devonport
after that.
We were warned off for Canada, but that
was only teasing as, within a week, it had

changed to Aden, at the time a real hot spot.
It coincided with the arrival of Lt Colonel
Mitchell as our new CO. In a few weeks,
the press would christen him “Mad Mitch”.
The Aden episode is very well documented
elsewhere, suffice to say it was another very
enjoyable time, as there is nothing like active
service to bring the best out in a Battalion
and, remember, we already had 18 months
of Borneo behind us. Mitchell himself was
the most charismatic bloke you could meet.
A real inspirational leader and the Regiment
was ALL. In one of his battalion talks before
we embarked, he warned us that if there
were any abuse of local women then woe
betide us and “you will not be an Argyll”, his
harshest punishment of all.
The publicity we got was huge. We were
saviours of the Empire, Britain wasn’t to be
trifled with, etc, etc. At the time, the police
were having trouble with hooligans in
George Square in Glasgow. A letter in the
Daily Record suggested putting an Argyll
on each corner; “That’ll show them”. – Oh
you think so!!! It had been an experience,
but personally I was glad to see the back of
the place and the people.
Then it was back to soldiering at home,
exercising on Dartmoor. There were no
sleeping bags then. The Company Quarty
would issue a pup tent and three blankets

at night, and collect them in the morning.
OK for the first night, but it was any three
blankets after that. There’s an ‘elf and safety
nightmare in there somewhere. A prisoner
by the name of “Mitchell the Mad Axeman”
had escaped from Dartmoor Prison, and
we got deployed on the Moor in extended
Thin Red Line with a pick helve between
three to look for him. Everyone had money
in their pocket for his bus fare to Plymouth
in case we found him!! To the best of my
knowledge, the Kray brothers done for him.
We had been told of our disbandment,
which is an awful blow for any Regiment
and left for Berlin somewhat downhearted.
It was divided into the four sectors then, and
very interesting. The camp we had was used
for Panzers during the war. It was huge and
we only had half of it, the wire cutting it in
two. Never seen a place like it for duties.
Quite literally coming off one guard, getting
changed, and going on another. Spandau
Prison was by far the worst guard duty
ever. Six or seven, can’t quite remember,
guard towers, all for Rudolph Hess. Tower
3 overlooked his garden, and he would
sit glowering at the sentry. He would
sometimes try and speak to the guard, but
it was 14 days detention if anyone spoke to
him. Handing over guard to our own unit
was done in combat kit. To another British
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The British Army’s last mule train
unit we would parade in tartan trews, but
hand over to another country, especially
the Russians, and it was kilt, diced hose and
spats and politics all the way.
After that, about one hundred of us
were transferred to the Royal Scots, for 15
months only, but it was a very busy time.
Two, one-month winter warfare training
in Norway, a month’s NATO exercise in
Greece and two tours of Northern Ireland.
Throw in the training before deployment,
and it all adds up.
Norway was beyond doubt the best time
ever. In those days only the odd officer
could ski, so teaching 700 Jocks must have
been a monumental task for the Norwegian
Army instructors.
I well remember
everyone in a huge circle, “keeck und gliiide,
keeck und gliiide”. Hard enough to get us to
go, but getting us to stop - whilst hurtling
down a mountain at ninety miles - an hour
was a whole different ball game. Bitter cold
though, minus forty two at one stage. I was
lucky, in that I was very fit and took to it
fairly easily and could afford to enjoy the
training. Not for us the “Ski Sunday” skis.
These things were the cross-country type,
eight feet long, an inch and a half thick, and
made of wood. Hard work, slept like a log,
but a very, very funny time.
Then out of the blue the Argylls were
reformed, and we had to go back for more
Northern Ireland. More claxons, whistles
and dustbin lids. It was a full-on place, from
the minute you left the base ‘til you got back
again. The comments from the public back

home left us in no doubt that no one really
appreciated how difficult the task under the
severe restrictions. The politicians seemed
to be desperate not to rock any boats, with
the consequence that we felt we were on
our own. Easier to explain away a dead
British soldier than a dead terrorist has been
quoted more than once. No homecoming
parades for us, just keep a low profile lads
and sweep it under the carpet, yet we’ve had
more killed there than in the Falklands, two
Iraq wars and Afghanistan put together.
Politics is surely the dirtiest business of all.
Yet there were, as always, the lighter
moments. Too many to isolate, but lying
in ambush in a graveyard among the
tombstones at dead of night this squad of
roughie toughies waiting for the bad guys.
Well, let me tell you, we were too busy
looking round for ghosts and spooks - they
could have marched past in revue order
with a brass band and we wouldn’t have
noticed!! We did an emergency tour for
three or four weeks in ’73 and were billeted
aboard HMS Maidstone moored in Belfast
harbour. A nightmare getting up and down
the steep ship’s stairs with all the riot gear.
Believe it or not, it was used as a prison ship
until the do-gooders complained about the
conditions, so they moved them out and
moved the troops in.
Singapore for another two years followed,
this time as a Good Gordon Highlander.
Our barracks was Nee Soon Camp where
they had filmed The Virgin Soldiers.
Alongside the barracks was a large group
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of Nissen Huts originally used as a transit
camp, but now in disrepair and home to a
pack of feral dogs. Bobby Greenhow, later
QM 1/51 Hld, was RSM and, in a moment
of madness, issued the Provost Sergeant,
one Mooshy Norton, remember him,
with a shotgun and orders to fix. Mooshy
took to this like a duck to water, with the
result everyone would whistle or sing until
they were past the guardroom. There was
jungle training in Malaya to be done, but
with different tactics due to the Vietnam
War. Also the added value of mortar
concentrations, twice, in Hong Kong. Nice
work if you can get it. The Queen Elizabeth
was in Aberdeen Harbour awaiting disposal.
It had been set on fire by then and looked a
sorry sight. A couple of days before leaving
“Honkers” the American 7th fleet docked
and immediately the place was knee deep
in Uncle Sams, all in their “Frank Sinatra”
sailor uniforms. Suited us fine, as every
Yank has a Scottish grandmother tucked
away somewhere. Of course, they are noted
for their ability to spend money and but not
to hold their beer. As I say, suited us fine.
Their Shore Patrol was a delight to watch
however. All Mike Tysons in size small T
shirts which made them look even bigger.
Totally uncompromising, no prisoners
taken.
The Gordons were the last infantry
unit to leave Singapore, and were heavily
involved with the handover of the camps,
etc and disposal of the equipment thereof.
I was back in 2001 for a holiday ... what a
difference. All chrome and black glass, not
olde worlde at all. Shame, but I suppose
even the sweet young things of my youth
would be grandmas now.
2/51 Highland Volunteers, Small Arms
School Corps, more Gordons, then the
PSI posting to the London Scottish, part
of 1/51 Highland Volunteers. I had come
as Mr Super Duper Mortarman but, six
months in, and they swapped the mortars
for the Recce Platoon. A bit miffed to say
the least. There was, however, the Children’s
Party and Spider. It was love at first sight,
but try as I might Alan Morris would not let
me anywhere near. Later, when I had been
demobbed and joined the Scottish proper,
I saw my chance and took it and, to this
day, it remains my finest achievement - the
back end of a pantomime horse. Living the
dream!!
Joining as CQMS then i/c Recruiting,
even Provost when we went to camp, and in
’94 I turned out with the Pipes and Drums

as a Tenor Drummer for the first time. Bass
drum, which I enjoyed immensely, followed
until I was honoured with the appointment
of Drum Major, my present post and
enjoying as much now as fifty years ago.
Well that’s more or less that. I have worn
five different tartans, nine Regimental
ties, seen off 10 Prime Ministers, had 37
Commanding Officers, as far as memory
allows, and goodness knows how many
RSM’s. Been fortunate enough to have a
wife who has supported and indulged me,
somewhat reluctantly at times it’s true, as
I’ve had my ups and downs, but I would
do it all again tomorrow (not too sure she
would though!!) Maybe tweek things a
little here and there, but I would not change
a single day, not one, and in the fullness of
time, when the grim reaper comes a-calling,
I shall be happy to go to my God like a
soldier.
vMany thanks for the opportunity to jot
down a few lines, but if an account of the
next fifty years is required I would imagine
it would have to be done through a medium.
Not a small or a large - but a medium……..
[1]“The Day the Music Died” according to
the song American Pie by Don McLean, is a
reference to the deaths, in a plane crash, of
rock-and-roll musicians Buddy Holly, Ritchie
Valens and J P ‘The Big Bopper’ Richardson
on 3rd February 1959, five years before
Nobby enlisted in the Argylls. So, although
we can hold Nobby responsible for a lot of
things, I guess not that!
Conclusion
An unbroken fifty-year engagement with
the Army, both Regular and Territorial, is a
tremendous achievement, and I’m delighted
that these Band Notes have provided
Nobby with an opportunity to reminisce
in print! Although the bit that everyone
sees is the Drum Major - resplendent in
Full Dress - marching proudly at the front
of the Band, the job is about a lot more
than that. It’s also about hours of behindthe-scenes administration, negotiation,
organisation and hard work. Getting 30
blokes (especially Pipers and Drummers),
and all their kit, moved around for various
high-level ceremonial functions - especially
if overseas travel is involved - is no small
task!
So, as well as our since congratulations on
a glorious 50 years service to Her Majesty,
a massive “thank you” to Nobby for all he
does to keep the Ps&Ds on the straight and

From Mortar Platoon to Tenor Drumming ... random banging noises all round!
narrow. Also, of course, our thanks to Liz for
her patience, and for letting him out to play
with his silly friends; although sometimes I
bet she’s glad to see the back of him!
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but in 2013 due to a recruiting drive that
the unit took part in, we also managed
to drive it as an introduction to ACF
activities. This gave all the cadets the
ability to take part in different training
which was a very good way to set up for
both recruiting and training in 2014.

london scottish cadets
We have had a very busy time since
the last gazette in the unit with lots and
lots of training going on.
Annual Camp in 2013 was well
supported by the unit with significant
number of the unit attending. The
split down of the star training has also
helped the cadets develop and learn
a broader range of training and skill
from multiple staff meaning over all the
cadets themselves develop. The number
of attendees has dropped from 2012
to 2013 this was due to the capping on
numbers and the number of cadets who
were eligible. Annual 2013 also saw the
best development for our junior cadets
with APC passes in all areas tested for
all cadets who attended the camp. This
was also supported by all three members
of staff being able to attend for portions
of the camp. The camp also enable us
to boost our links with the community
back in Westminster as our detachment
is only is based a short distance from
Westminster Cathedral. Its administrator
Canon Christopher Tuckwell visited the
camp and took the opportunity to meet
some of the cadets and also to have lunch
in the field.
In October the unit held a field training
weekend at St Martins Plain camp. The
aim of this weekend was to help move
over to the new fieldcraft training manual
especially around the use of buildings and
urban environments inc street clearing.
This area of training was totally new to
the unit and the ACF as a whole as it was
outside of the old training remit. This
has meant that not only have the cadets
had to retrain but all the staff have had
to up-skill. The training which two senior
cadets and I had taken part in in Germany
as part of ex Yarra Yomp really helped out
here. The experiences and training given
by the QRH was able to be passed onto
the cadets in the unit. The training was
a success with the cadets really seeing
the difference in the training around
wooded and urban environments and the
difference in tactics and movement that
you need to practice.
In November the unit was fully booked
with ceremonial duties. Not only did we

Latvian visitors meet the cocney jocks

Latvian visitors meet the cocney jocks

have the LS Church Parade but we had
also been asked by St James Paddington
to supply a Guard of Honour for their
Remembrance day parade plus we had
been invited by the Lord Mayor of
Westminster to Westminster Abbey of
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the Service of Remembrance, this was
all after taking part in a very wet Lord
Mayors show the day before.
Christmas camp was very successful.
This camp is usually used as a round up
of the year’s training for all the cadets

February and March saw no let up in
our training schedule. The unit had a
very successful First aid training day with
12 cadets from the unit passing the junior
heartstart first aid course.
We then had our units annual
inspection this year our inspecting
officer was our cadet Commandant Col
Mark Hodson. The unit had 28 cadets on
parade and made a good representation
of ourselves and I hope that we have an
above average score as we have in recent
years.
Sgt Adeloula and Cpl Kotovas from
235 were among 50 cadets and adults who
took part in Op Flanders Dash - just one
of our sector’s commemorative events for
the centenary of the first world war. This
tour of France and Belgium incorporated
a number of battle field visits and
culminated in a parade at the Menin Gate
with 500 people watching. The cadets
then went on a very memorable tour
where they were put in the position of
an Australian Platoon in 1917. Cadets
will be fully dressed and equipped - rifle,
luggage and uniform! Each member of
the platoon embodies an Australian who
was actually there then, walking across
the very terrain 90 years ago. Bit by bit,
cadets learn more about him as a person
and at the end of the day, on Tyne Cot
Cemetery, you’re informed about your
soldier’s fate. A sobering confrontation!
To end the day, students are served a
‘Tommy Tucker’-meal (with corned
beef), a genuine soldier’s meal of 1917.
We ended of March with our training 4
star cadets completing their 4 star first aid
training with Cpl Kotovas being selected
to represent the sector as part of the first
aid team. Over the same weekend the rest
of the unit had moved to St Martins Plain
training area for a weekend of fieldcraft
training and obstacle course training all
in preparation for our Easter camp and
forthcoming training camps.

Latvian visitors meet the cocney jocks

Sport
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At Sector swimming the unit achieved
four medals and three cadets reaching the
regional competition. Cpl Kotovas won
Gold Breast Stroke, L/Cpl Demotrova
won Gold Breast Stroke and Silver Back
stroke, Cdt Nasser won Silver in free
style. Then at regional the three cadets
from 235 who represented our sector at
the regional swimming contest all won
at least one gold medal at the Regional
Event then went to represent the entire
ACF from London at the National Event.
This was in addition to attending the
Swimming Contest coming straight off
a unit training weekend in St Martins
Plain.
Visits
We have also been lucky enough to
be able to have a visit by the Latvian
Youth Guard as part of their fact finding
mission into the ACF and how we
run. Accompanied by Lt Col Simon
Fitzgibbon (defence Attaché) visitors
from Latvia’s Youth Guard ( Army
Cadets) have been in the UK learning
about the Army Cadet Force. They
visited 235 Westminster Detachment (
London Scottish) on Thursday evening
where they met cadets and saw Drill and
Navigation lessons taking place. Director
Druvis Kleins presented a shield to Lt
Steve Ronner, pictured with some of
his cadets. Previously they had visited
CTC Frimley, a CCF contingent and
the Greater London RFCA. They were
impressed by what they saw and keen to
use some learning in the expansion of
their own Youth Guard.
Course and Promotion
During the two-week annual camp
Sgt Joanne Adeluola completed the
prestigious Senior Cadet Instructors
Course, run by the attached Regular Army
staff. It is a stretching and challenging
course at the top end of a cadet’s career
which enables those successful cadets to
instruct others.
Cadet Corporal Joanne Adeluola said
after the course “This course has been a
wonderful experience which I will take so
much away from. What I’ve enjoyed most
in my cadet time has been interacting
with people from different walks of life
and becoming a team. Also being able to
develop the discipline and organisational
skills of junior cadets.”

Latvian visitors meet the cockney jocks

We have also had confirmation that
Cpl Kotovas and Islam have both been
awarded the Rep Deouty Lieutenant
Awards for Westminster. Pictures and
a full report will be in the next Gazette
once the presentation has taken place.
Also in February L/Cpl Islam S took
his Junior Cadet Instructor Cadre and
passed with flying colours. I would also

like to be able to report that Cadet Miah
has now been promoted to L/Cpl.
Lt S Ronner Detachment Commander
235 London Scottish Cadets

OLD
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If you know anyone who would like to join the London
Scottish cadets, there are three detachments in London:
235 (Westminster) London Scottish Cadets
Monday & Wednesday 7.00pm - 9.00pm
95 (Eltham) Detachment, London Scottish
Tuesday & Thursday 7.30pm - 9.30pm
102 (Bromley) platoon, London Scottish
Wednesday 7.30pm - 10.00pm

STILL TO DO

Visit:
www.londsottishregt.org/cadets.cfm for contact details.
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London Scottish Regiment
Benevolent Fund
NOTICE OF MEETING
The 74th Annual General Meeting of the London Scottish
Regiment Benevolent Fund will be held at Regimental
Headquarters on Tuesday 2ndSeptember 2014 at 18:45hrs.

AGENDA

STILL TO DO

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Apologies for absence.
Minutes of the 73rdMeeting held on 3rdSeptember 2013.
Matters arising from those Minutes.
Accounts for the year 1/4/2013 to 31/3/2014 and Treasurers Report.
Chairman’s Reports.
Election of Officers and Committee.
Appointment of independent examiners.
Donations to other Charities
The Committee will propose the following:
£250 to London Scottish Regimental Trust
£1,250 to Help for Heroesv
£1,250 to SSAFA Forces Help
£1,250 to Army Benevolent Fund
£1,250 to Combat Stress
£1,250 to Royal British Legion
£1,250 to BLESMA
£1,250 to Erskine Hospital, Scotland
£1,250 to Royal Caledonian Education Trust
9. Any Other Business.

All past and present members of the
Regiment welcome to attend
28 London Scottish Regimental Gazette
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Bob Souter book
As many readers know I have been
working for some time to produce a book
of Bob Souter’s drawings, cartoons, poems
and other work, which he did for the
Regiment. It has just gone to the printers
for a small print run of 60 hardbacks with
dustcover and 150 cardbacks. There are
about 250 images in total and the book
tries to put in context Bob’s work.
The price is not fixed yet but it is likely to
be £30 for the hard backs signed and £25 for
the cardbacks.
It would be interesting for me to hear
from any member of the Regiment who
would like to reserve a copy. You can
contact me by email jac@bassetts338.fsnet.
co.uk or by letter to Bassetts, Mill Lane,
Hildenborough, Kent, TN 11 9LX.
At the same time I am having printed 6
of his most poignant wartime drawings as
notelets. My favourite is attached. These
have not yet been priced but if I hear before
publication I will add a PS to this message.
I acknowledge great assistance from Alan
Morris and Andy Parsons in putting this
together and I have discussed it with Colin
Duff and Hector Robertson both of whom
served with Bob in the 1st Bn in Iraq, Sicily
and Italy.
Colonel Lord George Robertson has
written a foreword.
Bob tried to publish his drawings in
1952 but failed to get the support from the
Regiment. This was a great disappointment
to him and to an extent this book is to make
posthumous amends to a man who served
the Regiment so well from 1931 to his death
in December 1992.
I very much hope that many members
will be interested in getting a copy.
John Clemence

REGIMENTAL Noticeboard
Upcoming Events:
THURS 1st MAY . . ........................................LS RIFLE LODGE				
THURS 1st MAY . . ........................................LSR ANNUAL MEETING			
FRI 2nd MAY ...............................................CALEDONIAN BALL			
MON 5th MAY ............................................MAY DAY BANK HOLIDAY		
TUES 6th MAY . . .........................................FIRST TUESDAY				
THURS 8th MAY .. .......................................LS RIFLE LODGE				
SAT 10th MAY .. ...........................................GLASGOW LUNCH			
MON 12th MAY ..........................................ANCIENTS DINNER			
THURS 15th MAY .. .....................................GHL AGM				
THURS 22nd MAY ......................................LS RIFLE LODGE				
THURS 22nd MAY ......................................LS OFFICERS’ DINING CLUB		
MON 26th MAY ..........................................SPRING BANK HOLIDAY		
TUES 3rd JUNE . . .........................................FIRST TUESDAY				
SUN 8th JUNE .. ...........................................FED OF LONDON OCA’S PARADE
TUES 10th JUNE . . .......................................OGILBY TRUST MEETING		
WED 12th JUNE .........................................LSRT TRUST MEETING			
20th – 22nd JUNE .....................................MESSINES BATTLE TOUR		
SAT 28th JUNE ...........................................ARMED FORCES DAY			
SAT 28th JUNE ...........................................G H WATERLOO LUNCH		
TUES 1st JULY .. ...........................................FIRST TUESDAY				
FRI 11th JULY .............................................RA GOLF SUMMER MEETING SW19
TUES 5th AUGUST . . ...................................FIRST TUESDAY			
MON 25th AUGUST ...................................AUGUST BANK HOLIDAY		
TUES 2nd SEPT ...........................................FIRST TUESDAY				
TUES 2nd SEPT ...........................................LS BEN FUND AGM			
SAT 6th SEPT ..............................................RA CEILIDH				
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In the news...
The Royal Scots Dragoon Guards have
bid farewell to the Challenger 2 main
battle tank and welcomed in the Jackal
armoured vehicle.
With 60% of the regiment deployed
on operations in Afghanistan, the Rear
Operations Group in Bad Fallingbostel,
northern Germany, led by Officer
Commanding Major Steve Walters, formed
up to pipe the last of the tanks out of the
barracks that have been their home for
nearly 30 years.
This is one of the first significant steps
of the Army 2020 programme which sees
the formation of the Adaptive and Reactive
Forces.
The Royal Scots Dragoon Guards are
currently serving as part of 7th Armoured
Brigade, the Desert Rats, but under reroling
and a move to Leuchars in 2015, the regiment
will become part of 51 (Scottish) Brigade.
The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant
Colonel Ben Cattermole, spoke to his
soldiers in Kabul with fond sadness at the
departure of the Challenger 2 main battle
tank but also of the great opportunities that
will come as they rerole to light cavalry.
Lieutenant Colonel Cattermole said:
Today marks a historic day in our 335year history as our 3 remaining Challenger
2 tanks leave Wessex Barracks in Bad
Fallingbostel.

Garrison Sergeant Major Bill Mott was
honoured in a ceremony at the Guildhall,
London. As the man responsible for
the smooth running of all military
and government ceremonial events in
London, GSM Mott has taken charge of
many events in the City of London, most
recently the funeral of Baroness Thatcher
in 2013.
Normally granted only to members of
Livery Companies and to military units, the
Freedom of the City can be granted to other
people who have given significant service to
the City of London.
Having served as Garrison Sergeant
Major for the Army in London since 2000,
Mr Mott has overseen military involvement
at numerous events in the City, including
the Queen’s Golden and Diamond Jubilee.
The Remembrancer of the City of
London, Paul Double, said, “Bill Mott has
contributed so much to the City’s part of State
Visits. Without Bill’s expertise, we simply

Colonel Rankin-Hunt with singer
Katherine Jenkins

The Challenger 2 main battle tank is being replaced by the Jackal armoured vehicle
Since our last deployment on Challenger
2 in 2008, the regiment has continued to
conduct armoured training but has frequently
reroled to fulfil counter-insurgency and
training operations in Iraq and Afghanistan.
So, today, 75 years from when our
predecessors first took to tank soldiering we
will hand over our tanks and focus entirely
on our future as Britain’s leading light cavalry
regiment.
We will integrate fully with the new
Scottish and North Irish Yeomanry and shall
stand together as Scotland’s Cavalry.
Corporal Andy Stewart drove the first
Jackal into Wessex Barracks to mark the
regiment’s new start. He said:

This is a big part of the regiment’s history;
it’s a big part of my history. When I came
I started on tanks and I have been on
operations in the Challenger 2 as well.
I’ve had good times with the Jackal on
operations and in my training. It is one of the
few vehicles in the Army that genuinely put a
smile on my face when I got to drive it. People
think it looks vulnerable, but it’s really quick
and really effective.
It is a really reliable piece of kit and you can
tell a lot of money and preparation have been
put into it to make sure the vehicle is ready
for us. We’re moving on and everybody likes
a challenge – that’s why you join the Army.

STILL TO DO

couldn’t have run what we do.”
‘Unending personal commitment’
A native of Deeside, GSM Mott joined
the Welsh Guards in 1979 and served with
his two brothers in the Falkland Islands,
where they survived the bombing of HMS
Galahad. With additional operational
tours in Northern Ireland and Iraq and
three periods as an instructor at the Royal
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Military Academy Sandhurst, Mr Mott has
all the experience needed to deal with the
variety of events and people involved for
which he is responsible.
Major General Sir Sebastian Roberts, a
former General Officer Commanding the
Army in London, whose brother served
with GSM Mott on HMS Galahad, said, “Mr
Mott upholds the highest standards in drill
and ceremonial events, but has also been the
greatest supporter to me in every way. He
gives unending personal commitment and
sacrifice in what he does every day.”
Commenting on becoming a Freeman,
Garrison Sergeant Major Mott said,
“I’ve been privileged to organise and
oversee many events in the City of London,
Baroness Thatcher’s funeral being a
particular highlight. So, it’s a great honour
to be made a Freeman and I look forward
to being of further service to the Lord Mayor
and City of London in the future.”

On Friday 2nd August 2013, L/Cpl
Piper Andy Parsons married Miss
Catherine Kipping at All Saints Church,
Haslingfield in Cambridgeshire.

Colonel Stephen Henwood CBE TD after receiving his award at Buckingham Palace.

Congratulations from The Regimental
Association to Steven Broomfield on a
superb performance on Mastermind.
14 Points on the chosen subject, no passes
16 Points on general knowledge, one pass.
Excellent Total of 30.
So if you want to know anything about
Balaclava ask Steve.
Seen at 95 on First Tuesdays:
J Beales, Alex Callender, Roger
Glancefield, Bob Harman, John
Hudson, Lt Col M Ludlow, David
Maskell, Alexander McBride Ron
Olly, Paul Phelps, John Piper, Bill
Rennie, Joe Roberts, Ted Weldin,
Brian Welsh, Maj S Young, Ron
Younger.

Heather Clemence getting her BEM at Penshurst Castle.
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The Queen’s Own Cameron Highlanders of Canada
As early as 1905 the local Scottish
community in Winnipeg, led by the
St Andrew’s Society, began lobbying
the government to raise a Highland
regiment.
Under increasing pressure from the
Scottish lobbyists the government relented
and the initial steps taken to form Western
Canada’s first Highland regiment. On 29
September 1909, the prospective officers
met and committees dealing with finances,
uniforms and the band were formed. As
the government grant did not cover the
entire cost of uniforms and equipment,
the Scottish societies and the officers
undertook to raise the money themselves
managing an initial amount of $25,000.00.
Almost all of the original accoutrements
were manufactured in Scotland, obtained
from William Anderson & Sons Ltd.
On 1 February 1910, the 79th Cameron
Highlanders of Canada were officially
gazetted, headquartered in the former
Dominion Lands Office at 202 Main Street.
On 9 October 1910, the Regiment received
its first stand of Colours, presented by Mrs
D. C. Cameron, wife of the Honorary
Lieutenant-Colonel.
The availability of the number “79” was
fortuitous and enabled the new Canadian
regiment to adopt the regimental number
of a famous regiment in Scotland, the
Queen’s Own Cameron Highlanders
who had been raised in 1793 as the 79th
(Cameron Highlanders) Regiment of
Foot. Along with the regimental number
the new Canadian regiment chose to also
perpetuate the uniform of the Imperial
Camerons.[1] This association with the
Queen’s Own Cameron Highlanders
became official on 31 January 1911, when
His Majesty, King George V authorized
the alliance of the two Highland
regiments. On 22 June 1911, a contingent
of 61 Camerons, parading with their allied
regiment, participated in the coronation
of King George V.
First World War
When the First World War broke out
the Canadian Army did not mobilize
based on its existing structure. Instead
Sir Sam Hughes, the Minister of
Militia created an entirely new table of

organization with numbered battalions
raised on geographical lines. This
often meant that more than one militia
regiment contributed men to a single
new Canadian Expeditionary Force
(CEF) Battalion. Under this mobilization
plan militia regiments were to remain
in Canada acting only as drafting units.
Initially the Camerons were tasked with
raising a company. The First Volunteer
Overseas Company mobilized 7 officers
and 250 other ranks under Captain
John Geddes. This company mustered
at Camp Valcartier to be formed into
a battalion with companies from three
other Canadian highland regiments. The
Camerons next mobilized the Second
Volunteer Overseas Company providing
the second-in-command, Major D. S.
MacKay, a company (10 officers, 250 other
ranks) and a signals section for what
would become the 27th (City of Winnipeg)
Battalion (The Royal Winnipeg Rifles). It
would not be until December 1914 that
the regiment would be permitted to raise
an entire battalion for overseas service.
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16th (Canadian Scottish) Battalion, CEF
The First Volunteer Overseas Company
mustered at Camp Valcartier, Quebec
where they formed Number 4 Company
of the 16th (Canadian Scottish) Battalion,
CEF. The other Companies of the 16th
came from drafts from three other Militia
highland regiments. The 16th Battalion
was assigned to the 3rd Infantry Brigade of
the 1st Canadian Division and left Quebec
for England with the first contingent on 30
September 1914.
The matter of the adoption of a single
tartan for the Battalion’s kilts had been
a contentious issue that had remained
unresolved during the 16th‘s training at
Camp Valcartier. The matter was again
addressed while the unit was encamped
on Salisbury Plain. The officers met on 21
December 1914 to vote on the proposal
that a khaki kilt be adopted. After much
heated discussion the proposal was
carried with twenty-one votes for and
seven against. The khaki kilts would not
reach the 16th Battalion until June 1915
and were received with such despair and
contempt by the Battalion that the entire

issue of khaki kilts was withdrawn. The
matter of a single tartan for the Battalion
remained unresolved until well into 1917
when the entire Battalion was outfitted in
kilts of the Mackenzie tartan.
On 12 February, HMTS Maidan set
sail from Avonmouth dock on HMTS
Maidan arriving at Saint-Nazaire two days
later. From 24 February to 1 March the
Battalion was attached to the 19th British
Brigade for instruction in the trenches
at the front. Its introduction to the front
complete, the Battalion marched to Bac
St. Maur on 2 February, fully trained and
ready to go into battle.
On the night of 22 April 1915, the
Germans launched the first poison gas
attack of the war on the Western Front
initiating the Second Battle of Ypres. The
1st Canadian Division, which had been in
France since February, was hastily pulled
out of reserve and ordered to seal the line.
The Canadians would become heavily
engaged at Gravenstafel Ridge. The 16th
Battalion received orders to counter-attack
Kitchener’s Wood with the 10th Battalion
that night. The leading waves of the 10th
Battalion covered half the distance from
the start line to the Wood and then ran
into a strong hedge interlaced with wire.
No reconnaissance had been done prior
and the 10th Battalion was forced to break
through the obstacle with rifle butts,
bringing down fire from alerted German
machine-gunners. Both battalions charged
the last 200 yd (180 m) to the wood,
throwing the Germans out, and suffering
more than 75 percent casualties. Although
the Canadians cleared the woods, they
were forced to retire. More attacks that
night resulted in disastrous casualties, but
also bought time to close the gap.
The 16th Battalion continued to serve
with distinction throughout the war.
As the fighting continued and the war
progressed casualties mounted and the
composition of the unit gradually changed
as reinforcements increasingly came
from the Manitoba Reserve and Depot
Battalions. In 1917 the 16th Battalion
was officially re-designated a Manitoba
Battalion. The 16th Battalion remained
in Europe as part of the Allied Army of
Occupation beginning the march to the
Rhine on 14 November. The Battalion,
led by the Pipes and Drums playing “Blue
Bonnets Over the Border”, crossed the
German frontier on 6 December 1918
as the lead element of the 3rd Canadian

Infantry Brigade. The unit remained
on occupation duties in Germany until
January 1919 when it returned to Belgium
to start its long road home.
On 26 April 1919 the 16th Battalion
boarded the HMTS Empress of Britain
at Liverpool to begin the return voyage
across the Atlantic. The 16th Battalion
arrived in Quebec on 4 May to find that,
like most Canadian Expeditionary Force
battalions, it had no true regimental
home. As a Manitoba Battalion the 16th
entrained for Winnipeg where it would
be demobilized. On 7 May 1919, out front
of Minto Armoury, the Regimental Depot
of the Camerons, the 16th Battalion was
officially demobilized.
27th (City of Winnipeg) Battalion, CEF
On 23 October 1914, the Camerons
mobilized a Second Volunteer Overseas
Company under command of Major D. S.
MacKay. MacKay, designated to become
second-in-command, led the Cameron
contingent consisting of a company (10
officers, 250 other ranks) and a signals
section to join the newly forming 27th
(City of Winnipeg) Battalion.
On 13 May 1915, the 27th Battalion
marched from Fort Osborne Barracks,
near present day Osborne Village, to the
Canadian Pacific station to entrain for
overseas deployment. Met en route by the
43rd Battalion, the 27th were piped to the
railhead by the 43rd’s Pipes and Drums.
Arriving in Quebec on 16 May, the
Battalion embarked on HMTS Carpathia
the next day to begin the voyage across the
Atlantic. Arriving at Plymouth on 28 May,
the 27th Battalion boarded trains and set
off for Shorncliffe Army Camp. Detraining
at Shorncliffe the 27th marched the rest
of the way to Dibgate Camp at Cheriton.
Summer 1915 was spent with endless
drills and training in preparation for
joining the fighting in France. Finally on
17 September, the Battalion arrived at
Folkestone and embarked on the HMTS
La Margueite to cross the English Channel
to France as part of the 6th Brigade of the
2nd Canadian Division. The next day, 18
September 1915, the 27th Battalion landed
at Boulogne-sur-Mer.
The 27th Battalion would go on to
serve with distinction, taking part in
all the major engagements of the war
involving the 6th brigade. At the Battle of
St Eloi from 2–7 April 1916, the 27th was
particularly engaged in hard fighting and

To edit down

suffered heavy casualties. The Camerons
did not provide any reinforcement drafts
to the 27th Battalion and as a result
of casualties the Cameron Company
gradually lost its identity, the Regiment
ceasing any ties to the 27th from about
June 1916.
Acting Corporal Leo Clarke, who lived
on Pine Street in Winnipeg before the war,
originally enrolled in the 27th Battalion
and went overseas with the Battalion.
It was not until he was overseas that he
applied for, and was granted, transfer
to the 2nd (Eastern Ontario Regiment)
Battalion, CEF in order to serve with
his brother, Charlie. Clarke would win
the Victoria Cross serving with the
2nd Battalion for his actions at action
at Pozières on 9 September 1916. Two
weeks later he was killed in action in a
communications trench between Pys and
Courcelette and the award of the Victoria
Cross was made posthumously.
43rd (Cameron Highlanders of Canada)
Battalion, CEF
On 18 December 1914, the Camerons
received authority to raise a complete
battalion for overseas service and the
Volunteer Overseas Battalion was gazetted
and mobilization commenced under
command of Lieutenant-Colonel Robert
M. Thomson. The Battalion began training
at Minto Armoury in Winnipeg and was
soon re-designated the 43rd Battalion
(Cameron Highlanders of Canada), CEF.
On 29 May 1915 the Battalion entrained
for Montreal and deployment overseas.
Embarking on HMTS Grampian on 9 June
with a complement of 39 officers and 1,020
other ranks, the 43rd arrived in England
on 8 June, disembarking at Davenport
and proceeding by train to Lower St
Martin’s Plain, Shorncliffe. Arriving at
the camp to find nothing ready for them,
the Camerons set about pitching tents
and setting up camp. The Battalion made
camp so expertly that they continued to be
tasked to prepare camp for newly arriving
units.
On 22 July the 43rd supplied a
reinforcement draft of 386 other ranks to
the 16th (Canadian Scottish) Battalion,
the first of several. This loss of manpower
placed the 43rd in peril of being broken
up entirely and used as reinforcements.
On 28 September the 43rd moved from
the tented camp into huts at East Sandling.
On 23 November the Battalion was
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made into a Reserve Battalion and began
taking casualties from the 15th and 16th
Battalions on strength. Reinforced with
the arrival of a number of drafts from the
79th Cameron Highlanders of Canada
Drafting Detachment back in Winnipeg
the 43rd was brought back up to strength
and reprieved from dissolution, ceasing
to be a Reserve Battalion on 24 January
1916. The casualties on its strength were
transferred to the 17th Reserve Battalion
and on 29 January, the 43rd entrained for
Liphook, Bramshott Camp to join the 3rd
Canadian Division.
In World War I, the regiment
produced one of the three Victoria Cross
(VC) winners for which Valour Road
in Winnipeg, Manitoba, was named:
Lieutenant Robert Shankland.
Shankland’s Victoria Cross
Awarded the Distinguished Conduct
Medal (DCM) for his actions at Sanctuary
Wood in 1916 as a Sergeant, Shankland
received a battlefield commission and
continued to serve with the 43rd Battalion
as an officer. On the morning of 26
October, he led his platoon of 40 men
from “D” Company to the crest of the hill
at the Bellevue Spur, the main trench line
defending Passchendaele. Overrunning
it and holding the position was critical to
capturing the town.
Although both flanks were eventually
exposed, they held the position,
withstanding incessant artillery shelling,
German counterattacks and sustaining
frightful casualties. In danger of being cut
off and losing the vital position, Shankland
turned over his command to another
officer, and then returned to battalion
headquarters, where he gave a first-hand
report of the situation. He also offered a
detailed plan on how a counterattack with
reinforcements could best be achieved.
He then returned to his men to lead
the forthcoming attack supported by
reinforcements from the 52nd and 58th
Battalions. For his actions that day Robert
Shankland was awarded the Victoria Cross.
174th (Cameron Highlanders of Canada)
Battalion, CEF
On 12 January 1916, the 174th
(Cameron Highlanders of Canada)
Battalion, CEF was authorized and
gazetted. As the Regiment was focussed
on raising the 179th Battalion the raising
of the 174th was put aside until 30 May,

when the Battalion was organized with
Lieutenant-Colonel James A. Cantlie in
command. The 174th trained at Camp
Hughes through the summer of 1917 and
on 20 August, Lieutenant-Colonel Cantlie
handed command over to LieutenantColonel Hugh F. Osler, who had returned
from serving with the 43rd Battalion
in France. On 22 April, the Battalion
entrained at Winnipeg for overseas
deployment and seven days later embarked
on HMTS Olympic[clarification needed]
at Halifax for the Atlantic crossing. The
174th arrived at Liverpool on 7 May, where
the Battalion disembarked and proceeded
by train to Upper Dibgate Camp. Upon
arrival the 174th was absorbed into the
14th Reserve Battalion (formerly the
179th Battalion), and the men ultimately
sent as reinforcement drafts for the 16th
and 43rd Battalions serving with the
Canadian Corps in France.
179th (Cameron Highlanders of Canada)
Battalion, CEF
On 12 January 1916, the 179th
(Cameron Highlanders of Canada)
Battalion, CEF was authorized and
gazetted under command of LieutenantColonel James A. Cantlie. The nucleus
of the 179th was formed from absorbing
the 79th Cameron Highlanders of Canada
Drafting Detachment on 1 February.
On 30 May, Lieutenant-Colonel Cantlie,
whose poor health precluded him from
overseas
deployment,
relinquished
command to Lieutenant-Colonel J. Y.
Reid and the Battalion moved by train to
Camp Hughes. Training at Camp Hughes
throughout the summer of 1916, the
179th entrained for overseas deployment
on 26 September. Arriving in Halifax, the
Battalion embarked on HMTS Saxonia on
4 October, and set sail for England. The
179th battalion arrived at Liverpool on
13 October, where they disembarked and
proceeded to East Sanding Camp. On 4
January 1917, the 179th was re-designated
the 14th Reserve Battalion and moved to
Upper Dibgate Camp.

1916 to Upper Dibgate Camp. Upon
arrival at Dibgate, Lieutenant-Colonel I.
R. Snider (formerly of the 27th Battalion)
assumed command from LieutenantColonel Reid with Reid remaining on
as second-in-command. On 10 January
the 14th Reserve Battalion absorbed the
newly arrived 108th (Selkirk) Battalion.
On 19 April, the 226th (Dauphin)
Battalion moved to Upper Dibgate Camp
and was absorbed by the Battalion. On 7
May, the 174th (Cameron Highlanders
of Canada) Battalion arrived at Dibgate
and was amalgamated into the 14th.
The monotony of camp routine was
shattered later that month. On 25 May,
the Germans conducted a massive air
raid on Shorncliffe inflicting 78 killed and
300 wounded, mainly civilians. The 14th
Reserve Battalion suffered four wounded
in the attack. On 15 October, the 14th
Reserve Battalion was merged into the
11th Reserve Battalion and ceased to exist.
Between the wars
In 1920 a major reorganization of
Canadian Militia units took place. Some
units were disbanded, others were rerolled or amalgamated and almost all
numerical designations were dropped
from regimental titles (the two notable
exceptions being the 48th Highlanders of
Canada and the Royal 22e Régiment). Thus
the 79th Cameron Highlanders of Canada
became simply, the Cameron Highlanders
of Canada. In order to perpetuate the
regiment’s
accomplishments
during
the First World War, the regiment was
reorganized as three battalions: the 1st
Battalion “43rd Battalion CEF”, 2nd
(Reserve) Battalion (174th Battalion
CEF) and 3rd (Reserve) Battalion (179th
Battalion CEF). In reality the 1st Battalion
was the only active militia unit. The 2nd
and 3rd Battalions were reserve units
where non-active personnel could transfer
for an interim period or upon retirement
and remain subject to future recall.
The popularity of Highland Regiments
was at an all time high in Canada after
the First World War and a number
of line infantry units chose to adopt
Highland dress and customs. In 1920
The Ottawa Regiment (The Duke of
Cornwall’s Own) converted to a Highland
Regiment adopting the title of The Ottawa
Highlanders and the uniform of the
Camerons. Steps were taken to form an
alliance with the new Cameron Regiment
in Ottawa and the alliance was formally

granted in 1923. Subsequently in 1933 The
Ottawa Highlanders changed their name
to The Cameron Highlanders of Ottawa.
On 24 October 1923, his Majesty King
George V was “graciously pleased” to grant
permission for the Regiment to be named
the Queen’s Own Cameron Highlanders of
Canada in recognition of the Regiment’s
exemplary service during the First
World War. With granting of the royal
designation “Queen’s Own” the Regiment
decided to adopt badges that more closely
resembled the pattern worn by the Queen’s
Own Cameron Highlanders of the British
Army. The new cap badge depicted the
figure of Saint Andrew holding in his arms
a saltire (Saint Andrew’s Cross), enclosed
by a wreath of thistles and leaves and
across the lower part of the wreath, scrolls
inscribed: QUEEN’S OWN CAMERON
HIGHLANDERS OF CANADA. New
collar and sporran badges of a pattern
identical to the Imperial Camerons were
also chosen.
The new pattern badges were authorized
by the War Office on 31 August 1925, and
the cap and collar badges received by the
Regiment on 24 February 1927. The new
pattern badges were held in stores pending
the acquisition of the new sporran badge.
With the sporran badges still yet to be
acquired, the collar badges were finally
issued in January 1930, and the cap badges
towards the end of the year.

Dieppe
On 19 August 1942, the Camerons
landed in occupied Europe as part of
Operation Jubilee, the raid on the French
port of Dieppe. The South Saskatchewan
Regiment were to land in the first wave of
the attack on Green Beach to secure the
beach at Pourville, the right flank of the
operation. The Queen’s Own Cameron
Highlanders of Canada would then land
in the second wave and move inland
along the eastern bank of the Scie River to
meet up with the tanks of the The King’s
Own Calgary Regiment coming from
Dieppe and capture the airfield at SaintAubin-sur-Scie. The Camerons and the
Calgary tanks would then clear the Hitler
Battery and attack the suspected German
divisional headquarters at Arques-laBataille.
The attack went in on time (0450 hours)
but the South Saskatchewan Regiment did
not land astride the river as intended, but
to the west of it. This didn’t pose a problem
for the force aiming to clear the village
and attack the cliffs to the west, but for
the other force it meant they had to move
through the village, cross the exposed
bridge over the river before attempting
to get on the high ground to the east.
The delay this imposed meant that the
Germans had time to react and deploy.
“A” and “D” Companies of the South
Saskatchewan Regiment took all their
objectives, including a large white house
on the western headland that proved to be
some kind of officers quarters. The other
two companies found that the bridge was
swept by fire from a number of German
pillboxes on the high ground facing
them and the attack stalled as Canadian
casualties mounted.
As the Camerons were the second
wave to attack on Green Beach they came
into an aroused German defence. The
Camerons were riding in plywood landing
craft. About 1,000 yd (910 m) off Green
Beach, the craft formed in a single line
and moved toward the beach. The German
shore batteries, machine guns, and
mortars opened fire. Above the angry roar
of battle and the growl of racing engines
came a sound that riveted the attention of
U. S. Ranger Sergeant Marcell G. Swank.
On a small forward deck of the landing
craft to Swank’s right, Pipe Major Alex
Graham[2] stood courageously playing A
Hundred Pipers. “He stood there,” recalled
Swank, “defiantly telling the world that
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14th (Cameron Highlanders of Canada)
Reserve Battalion, CEF
On 4 January 1917 the 14th (Cameron
Highlanders of Canada) Reserve Battalion
was formed by the re-designation of the
179th Battalion. The new battalion, tasked
to reinforce 16th and 43rd Battalions in
France, moved from East Sanding Camp
where the 179th had been since October
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Second World War
On 1 September 1939, the Camerons
were officially notified of the impending
war. Within 17 days of being ordered
to mobilize, the Battalion was at full
strength of 807 all ranks. This time the
Camerons would not fight in their kilts
as the Regiment had 25 years earlier.
A War Department directive issued in
April 1940 made battledress the standard
uniform for all units and the Highland
regiments reluctantly surrendered their
kilts for trousers. The Regiment was
increased to two battalions, the 1st
Battalion being placed on active duty
for overseas service as part of the 2nd
Canadian Division and the 2nd Battalion
to remain in Winnipeg to recruit and train
replacements. On 16 December 1940, the
1st Battalion embarked for overseas on
board the SS Louis Pasteur[clarification
needed], arriving at Gourock, Scotland on
Christmas Eve.

the Camerons were coming. God what
a glory.” Inspired by their piper, the
Camerons landed on Green Beach with
courage and élan and swept forward. This
is the last recorded instance of Canadian
troops being piped into battle.
The Camerons hit the Green Beach
an hour after the South Saskatchewan
Regiment, some 30 minutes late, as the
commanding officer had not believed that
the South Saskatchewan Regiment would
be able to clear the beach and village
in the allotted time. As they landed the
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel
Alfred Gostling, was killed by a sniper and
the unit was taken over by the Second-incommand, Major A. T. “Andy” Law.
The majority of the force was
mistakenly landed to the west of the river,
so Law decided to alter the plan. Those
that had landed to the east were told to
join the South Saskatchewan Regiment,
while the majority to the west advanced
up the valley with Major Law. They were
harassed on their journey by fire from
Quatre Vents Farm and decided to seek
shelter in the woods, through which,
they reached the high ground above Bas
d’Hautot. There they saw that the enemy
already held the bridge at Petite Appeville
in some strength (by a heavily reinforced
anti-tank company from the 571st
Infantry Regiment). Law’s group could
not now realistically take the bridge, nor
could they bypass it, for the road from
Ouville was now swarming with enemy
reinforcements. Meanwhile, the rest of
the Camerons had joined up with the
South Saskatchewan Regiment but despite
closing in on Quatre Vents Farm and the
radar station they were halted by enemy
fire.
Although the Camerons made the
deepest penetration of the day, the main
landing at Dieppe had been unsuccessful.
By 0930 hours a decision had to be made.
The failure of the tanks to arrive had
made it impossible for the Camerons to
gain their objectives and suggested things
were not going quite as planned on the
main beaches. Faced with increasing
German opposition and a complete
lack of communication with higher
headquarters, the Camerons began to
fight their way back to Pourville, carrying
their wounded. With Support Platoon
leading, “A” Company guarding the flank
and “C” Company forming the rearguard,
the Battalion made it back to Beronville
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Wood and re-established contact with the
South Saskatchewan Regiment. It was only
then that they found out the landing craft
would not return for re-embarkation until
1100 hours.
Major Law and Lieutenant-Colonel
Merritt (Commanding Officer of the
South Saskatchewan Regiment) set up
a combined headquarters in the Grand
Central Hotel, and prepared their
battalions to stand and fight for a full hour
against a rapidly increasing enemy, who
had their line of withdrawal (the beach)
enfiladed with fire from innumerable
guns. The Camerons fought desperately
to keep their foothold on the high ground
to the west, while the South Saskatchewan
Regiment grimly held on to a piece of high
ground to the east. Slowly the Germans
collapsed the pocket smaller and smaller,
until they dominated the entire beach
and the slopes east of Pourville. By this
time, few of the Camerons and South
Saskatchewan Regiment were unwounded.
At 1100 hours the landing craft began
to arrive, taking grievous losses on the
approach into the beach. More men
were killed and wounded as they tried to
board the landing craft under the enemy’s
withering fire. Almost miraculously five
landing craft and one tank landing craft
managed to rescue men from the shallows
and cleared the beach with full loads.
By 1130 hours the situation had become
impossible and no further extractions
were attempted.
Of 503 Camerons on the raid, 346 were
casualties: 60 killed in action; 8 died of
wounds after evacuation; 167 prisoners
of war (8 of whom died of wounds). Of
the 268 returning to England, 103 were
wounded. 25 Camerons were decorated
for their actions at Dieppe. The Regiment
received two Distinguished Service Orders
(the second highest award for bravery
for officers after the Victoria Cross), two
Military Crosses, three Distinguished
Conduct Medals (the second highest
award for bravery for non-commissioned
members after the Victoria Cross), four
Military Medals, thirteen Mentions in
Dispatches and a Croix de guerre with
bronze palms. One of the Distinguished
Service Order recipients was the acting
Commanding Officer, Major Law.
Operation Atlantic - Saint-André-surOrne
On 7 July 1944, the Battalion was back

in France, landing at Graye-sur-Mer,
Calvados as part of the 6th Canadian
Infantry Brigade, 2nd Canadian Infantry
Division. On the evening of 11 July, the
unit moved to the vicinity of Rots and
then relieved the Queen’s Own Rifles of
Canada at Carpiquet the next day. The
next six days the Battalion spent digging
in to avoid enemy shelling and patrolling
to root out enemy snipers and remnants.
On 19 July, the Battalion left Carpiquet for
an assembly area across the Orne River
in preparation for the start of Operation
Atlantic the next day. On the way to the
start line the Battalion suffered casualties
from enemy artillery and mortar fire.
The Camerons launched their attack
from Fleury-sur-Orne, supported by
artillery and Typhoon squadrons. “A”
Company advanced on the right with
“B” Company left, “C” Company in
depth and “D” Company in reserve.
No tanks accompanied the attacking
infantry but a squadron of tanks from
The Sherbrooke Fusiliers was allotted to
the Camerons for counter-attack. The
attack did not start well. The Officer
Commanding Headquarters Company,
Captain H. Grundy and the Intelligence
Officer, Lieutenant J. Maloney were both
killed when an enemy 88 mm gun hit the
scout car. The Battalion War Diary for
June was lost with the vehicle. The loss
of this command vehicle would hamper
the Battalion’s radio communications
throughout the battle. “A” Company was
held up 500 yd (460 m) from the start line,
coming under intense machine gun fire.
Suppressing the enemy machine gunners
with artillery and medium machine gun
fire from The Toronto Scottish Regiment,
“A” Company was able to carry on. “B”
Company encountered mild resistance
and reached its objective advancing
through the sniper, mortar and machine
gun fire. As “A” Company had ended up
somewhat to the right of their objective
“C” Company was pushed through to fill
the gap between “A” and “B”. “C” Company
met no resistance until it reached the south
end of the village. “D” Company moved up
to secure the rear of the Battalion position.
The enemy still held part of Hill 112
and continued to subject the Camerons
to very heavy fire from west of the
Orne. Heavy rain interfered with radio
communications that were already
affected by the loss of the scout car. With
three companies forward, the Camerons
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held a wide frontage, so the Commanding
Officer ordered “C” and “B” Companies to
withdraw slightly to draw in the perimeter.
“B” Company was shifting their positions
when the Germans counter-attacked. The
company managed to consolidate in their
new position, but sustained significant
casualties. As a result, the Commanding
Officer moved “D” Company up to replace
them, and moved “B” back as Battalion
reserve. Elements of the I SS Panzer
Corps counter-attacked along the entire
Battalion front, with especially heavy
concentrations of infantry thrown against
“A” and “D” Companies. Towards dusk a
heavy counter-attack supported by eight
Panzerkampfwagen V (Panther) tanks was
launched against “D” Company. Three of
the Cameron anti-tank guns were knocked
out, but the Camerons destroyed two of
the panzers with PIATs (Projector Infantry
Anti-Tank). “D” Company was overrun
and forced to withdraw to link up with
the remains of “B” Company. Overnight
on 20–21 July “A” and “C” Companies beat
back repeated counter-attacks. At times
the opposing forces were within shouting
distance of each other.
In the morning, further counter-attacks
by small groups of tanks were fought off
on the left flank in “C” Company’s area.
10 Platoon of “B” Company was entirely
cut off from the rest of the Battalion as
the battle raged around the perimeter
of the orchard. A company of German
infantry, that had infiltrated across the
river overnight, launched a series of small
attacks against the Battalion Headquarters,
which were beaten off with many prisoners
being taken by “A” Company and the
Scout Platoon. The Germans continued
to counter-attack on 22 July, but their
strength was reduced. Attacks by two or
three tanks supported by small groups of
infantry were beaten off throughout the
day. At one point “A” Company was forced
to withdraw, but with the assistance of
heavy artillery support, counter-attacked
and regained their positions. 11 Platoon
was sent from “B” Company to reinforce
“C” Company in driving off an enemy
attack and remained under command
of “C” Company, taking up defensive
positions on the left flank. In between
counter-attacks the Germans subjected
the Cameron positions to heavy shelling
with artillery, mortars and Nebelwerfers
(rockets). By 23 July the counter-attacks
had dwindled to minor infiltrations that

were easily handled and the Germans
resorted to increased shelling. “C”
Company was so reduced by this time that
the remainder of 10 Platoon was sent from
“B Company to reinforce it.
The Camerons suffered heavy casualties
in the fighting for Saint-André-sur-Orne:
52 wounded (including the Commanding
Officer and the Officer Commanding
“B” Company) and 29 killed. Company
Sergeant Major Sutherland and Private
G. T. Munroe were each awarded the
Military Medal for their actions at SaintAndré-sur-Orne and the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel N.H. Ross,
was awarded the Distinguished Service
Order for his handling of the Battalion
throughout the battle.
Operation Spring – the breakout begins
Main article: Operation Spring
On 24 July, the Battalion was placed
under command of 5 Brigade to secure
the start line for the brigade’s attack on
May-sur-Orne and Fontenay-le-Marmion.
A composite force from “B” and “D”
Companies under Major Lane met fierce
resistance and reinforcements were
needed before the start line was secured.
Still under 5 Brigade, the Camerons had
elements of The Black Watch of Canada
and The Calgary Highlanders placed
under command on 25 July, to occupy
Saint Martin to protect the left flank of
le Régiment de Maisonneuve attacking
May-sur-Orne. The Maisonneuve attack
was unsuccessful and that evening they
relieved the Camerons in Saint Martin.
On 26 July, the Camerons returned
under command of 6th Brigade and set
about consolidating their positions in
Saint-André-sur-Orne. On 31 July, the
unit started rotating companies out of the
line two at a time for rest and refit. “A”
and “C” Companies remained in SaintAndré-sur-Orne under command of Les
Fusiliers Mont-Royal while the remainder
of the unit was withdrawn to Caen for rest.
Even in the rest area the unit was subject
to enemy artillery and was required to dig
in to minimize casualties.
On 1 August, Battalion Headquarters
and “B” and “D” Companies were resting
in the vicinity of Faub-de-Vaucelle while
“A” and “C” Companies were still under
command of Les Fusiliers Mont-Royal
in Saint-André-sur-Orne. That evening
“B” and “D” Companies relieved “A” and

“C” Companies and provided support to
Les Fusiliers Mont-Royal in capture of a
church in the vicinity that was occupied by
the Germans. On 3 August, “B” and “D”
Companies assisted Les Fusiliers MontRoyal in taking a group of houses that had
been identified as being occupied by the
Germans by Cameron patrols the night
before.
On the 2nd Canadian Division front the
mine directly south of Saint-Martin-deFontenay had been a constant threat, the
lofty shaft towers affording the Germans
excellent observation and the mine
tunnels offering a means of infiltrating the
whole area. On the night of 3–4 August,
“A” Company with a detachment of the
11th Field Company, Royal Canadian
Engineers, conducted a raid on an enemy
occupied mine. The company succeeded
in surrounding the mine despite heavy
machine gun fire but the accompanying
engineers were unable to demolish the
mine shaft. In order to demolish the shaft
towers, the sappers had to climb some 20
ft (6.1 m) from the ground and as soon as
they did so they became targets for snipers
in the bright moonlight. After a number of
men had been hit, it was decided that the
demolition task could not be carried out,
and the raiding party withdrew. Casualties
suffered on the raid were 9 missing and 21
wounded which speaks to the fierceness
of the resistance. Three prisoners from
the 2nd SS Panzergrenadier Regiment of
the 1st SS Division Leibstandarte SS Adolf
Hitler (one Corporal, one Lance Corporal
and one private) were taken during the
raid.
On 4 August, Lieutenant-Colonel
Runice took command of the battalion
and that night the Camerons moved to
Verrières to relieve The Essex Scottish
Regiment. The next two days were
relatively quiet with the unit patrolling
and receiving only occasional shelling
form the enemy. A prisoner from the
1055th Grenadier Regiment of the 89th
Infantry Division was captured by patrol
from “C” Company.
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The drive to the North Sea
On 28 March, with the Camerons in the
lead, the 6th Canadian Infantry Brigade
moved to “Blackfriars Bridge” and crossed
the Rhine to begin the drive to the North
Sea. The Battalion set up east of Praest,
in the vicinity of Schriek, overnight and

began establishing its presence through
aggressive patrolling. “A” Company
patrols brought in 8 prisoners and “B”
Company patrols netted 64 prisoners
overnight. That night “D” Company was
tasked to probe forward to the town of
Netterden. Finding the town held by a
company of German paratroopers, Major
D. D. Sweeting, Officer Commanding
“D” Company, decided to launch a dawn
attack to clear the town. Upon receiving
Sweeting’s update, the CO tasked “C”
Company under Captain F. R. Sutton to
move around to the northeast of the town
to cut off the enemy when “D” Company
attacked.
“D” Company’s attack went in as
planned at 0400 hours on 30 March.
Finding their line of retreat cut off the
German paratroopers decided to stand
and fight. After seven hours of bitter street
fighting a truce was called to evacuate the
wounded on both sides. Making use of
the truce, Sweeting issued the German
commander an ultimatum, surrender
within the next half an hour or be totally
destroyed. Realizing his position hopeless,
the German commander surrendered.
Of the original company from the 17th
Fallschirmjäger Regiment of the 6th
Fallschirmjäger Division garrisoning
Netterden, only 2 officers and 22 soldiers
survived to go into captivity as prisoners
of war. During their two days in the area
the Battalion captured a total of 2 enemy
officers and 128 other ranks at a cost
of 4 Camerons killed and 10 wounded.
For his successful company attack on
Netterden Major Sweeting received the
Distinguished Service Order.
Consolidating in Netterden, the unit
continued the attack towards Veldhunten
on 31 March. Supported by an intense
artillery barrage “A” Company under
Captain J. Free captured their objective
without incurring a single casualty, taking
30 prisoners in the process. “B” and “D”
Companies were less fortunate. Having
pushed past “A” Company for phase 2 of
the attack, both “B” and “D” Companies
were met by withering machine gun
fire 600 yd (550 m) past their start lines.
The condition of the ground made it
impossible to employ tanks, so the Carrier
Platoon was tasked to assist “D” Company.
Engaged by a German self-propelled gun
while attempting to move up, Carrier
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London Scottish
First World War

100th anniversay statues.
The collection of WW1 London
Scottish Regiment cold cast bronze
figures to commemorate the centenary
of the start of hostilities in 1914.
All figures can have a base, with or
without an engraved plaque. They can
all be made in hall marked silver plate.
Call Laura at the Regimental office for
a quote.

Officer WW1
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Private WW1

51st Highland Div Palestine Jock
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Regimental association notes
The principle event since the last
Gazette was the Centenary Dinner
on 27th January 2014, marking the
formation of the Association 100
years ago. This significant milestone
in the history of the Association is the
subject of an article in its own right
elsewhere in this edition.
The previous week I had been invited
as a guest to the serving coy’s Burns
Night on 21st January. A wonderful
evening along very traditional lines
with assorted Jocks taking it in turns
to quote from Burns. An evening high
on humour, some self-deprecating, not
least with Sgt Oyalegen attempting
the Ayrshire Brogue. The evening also
served as the dining out of the outgoing
OC, Major Geoffrey Strickland. Major
Strickland has been a first class officer
commanding A Coy and has served
the London Scottish well through the
years. It was an honour to represent the
Association at his farewell. He was kind
enough to pen me a letter a few days
later in which he wrote ‘I just wanted to
thank you and all of the members of the
London Scottish Regimental Association
for the sterling support you have given
the serving company, be it in the form of
financial help, welfare and goody parcels
or even just a supportive comment or
nod in the bar…. It is really appreciated
and makes a tangible difference to the
attitude of the soldiers knowing they
have the support f those who have gone
before’. I have responded in kind. I have
also sent a note from the Association to
Major Storey congratulating him on his
appointment and assuring him of our
continuing support.
By the time you receive this the
G Company Dinner, under its new
inclusive name of G&A Coy dinner, will
have been held. Hopefully it will have
enjoyed a good turnout and succeeded
in our intention of attracting A Coy
veterans to Association events. On
that subject if you are in contact with
former comrades from A Coy who are
not Association members then I would
urge you to encourage them to join.
Just as G Coy veterans have numerically
supplanted old 1st Battalion veterans
as the mainstay of the Association so

Isla St Clair captivated the drill hall with a wonderfully evocative medley of
Scottish songs at the Association 100th Anniversary dinner
must A Coy veterans in turn supplant
G Coy veterans if the Association is to
continue for another 100 years.
Before turning to future events I will
turn the clock back to our glorious
summer of 2013 and include mention
of an event omitted from my last article;
namely the dedication of the ‘new’
Regimental Association Standard at St.
Columba’s on Sunday 25th August 2013.
We have to thank Bob Harman, now a
Beadle at St. Columba’s, for suggesting
the ceremony. As some might recall
we had our original Standard similarly
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dedicated when we took possession of it
in 2002. Bob was Regimental Secretary
at the time and had been instrumental
in facilitating that dedication too. Bob,
having explained the significance of
the dedication to our new Regimental
Padre, Revd. Angus MacLeod MA BD,
arranged for us to meet at St. Columba’s
when I was able to explain the history
and origins of the Association and it’s
place within the Regiment. The padre
was most interested and especially
liked the fact that the old Standard had
been a central feature of our recent

pilgrimages to the battlefields of Europe
and memorial services at home. He
immediately recognised its importance
as a visible representation of the
Association and readily acknowledged
that it should indeed be dedicated. It
was agreed that the dedication would
be the focal point of the Sunday service
in August. At the Revd.’s suggestion
members of the Association met first in
the Regimental Chapel from where Tony
Rawlins paraded the standard before
laying it across the alter. At the conclusion
of the service Tony paraded the standard
through the church whilst Andy Parsons
played the Regimental March. The Padre
had certainly been attentive at our premeet and gave a very good account of
the Association and the Standard for the
benefit of the parishioners. A simple but
quite beautiful service. An excellent turn
out of a dozen London Jocks made for a
very memorable occasion.
Onto 2014. The AGM of the
Association will be back in its usual slot
of the first Tuesday in April (the 1st – no
fooling!). Continuing with our centenary
theme the Association lunch will be held
on Saturday 5th April. This lunch has
superseded the old 1st Battalion lunch
and is open to all Association members
whatever your vintage. The lunch has
been much publicised and you will have
received a proforma in the last gazette.
Lets hope it is well attended to justify all
the hard work Arthur Fenwick, assisted
by Martin Felstead, has put into it.
We then have the Annual Parade of
Homage of the London Federation of
Old Comrades Associations on Sunday
8th June. Now in its 80th year this is the
one occasion when all the Regimental
Associations of London based Army,
Navy, Marines and RAF Reservist units
can parade as a body through the streets
of the City. We have participated on this
parade for the past 5 years and it would
be good to have a respectable number
of London Scots on parade. Form up in
Lothbury, behind the Bank of England at
10.30am.
The Ceilidh this year has had to be
put back until Saturday 6th September
due to the non-availability of the Pipes
and Drums and the Ceilidh band during
the summer. Hopefully we will be able
to peg the tickets at £20 to include hot
and cold buffet. In the region of over 100
members and their guests tend to turn
up for this now established annual event.

Isla St Clair captivated the drill hall with a wonderfully evocative medley of
Scottish songs
If you have been before you know what Lord Mayors Show on Saturday 8th
a great night to expect. If not why not November, as part of the Federation
give it a try. Don’t worry if you can’t of London Old Comrades Associations
dance, very few who turn up can!
contingent (a much better turn out that
Then of course the very significant last year please – lets show Londoners
centenary anniversary of Messines. some glengarries amongst all those
As previously mentioned the ‘official’ different berets). The following day is
Association party off 44 has been fully Church Parade of course and a strong
subscribed for over a year. I am aware turn out of Association members is
that there will be around 16 or so other expected.
Jocks making their own way there. I am
My e-mail list of members continues
organising a Halloween Dinner in our to grow. It is by far the quickest and most
hotel at Ypres for the 31st after we have efficient means of my communicating
returned from visiting the battlefield with you. If I do not have your e-mail
and our memorial. I have also been in address (i.e. you do not receive my
touch with the Last Post Society in Ypres e-mails) then please let me know on
and we will be involved in the ceremony sdlovelock@googlemail.com.
at the Menin Gate on Saturday 1st
November. I hope that the hotel will be
This promises to be a most momentous
able to accommodate all those Jocks in year with many opportunities to partake
Ypres who wish to attend the dinner; I in events to honour our glorious
am in e-mail communication with those forebears. Hope to see you on them.
I have been made aware of. If you intend
to be in Ypres and wish to join us for the Strike Sure
dinner and the Menin Gate ceremony
and haven’t been contacted by me please Steve Lovelock
get in touch soonest.
Chairman
–
London
Scottish
Finally this very significant year Regimental Association.
will end with our participation on the
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Regimental association Centenary dinner
Readers might recall that I wrote
a fairly lengthy article on the origins
of the Association for the Autumn
2013 Gazette explaining that the
Association came into being at the
inaugural General Meeting held at
59 Buckingham Gate on 27th January
1914.
I ended that article by stating that
the committee had agreed that we
should commemorate our centenary
with a gala dinner. Well after months
of preparation, consultation, planning
and publicising the event, the evening
was finally upon us and 119 members
of the Association and guests took
their places, almost to the minute, to
mark the formation of the Association
100 years earlier.
Just before the dinner a guest of
Geoff Hetherington, Mr Stephen
McEwen, had presented me with a
specially struck bell to commemorate
the Centenary of the Association. Steve
works at the world famous Whitechapel
Foundry and made the bell there
himself. It is inscribed ‘London
Scottish Regimental Association.
27th January 1914, 59 Buckingham
Gate, London SW1. 27th January
2014, 95 Horseferry Road, London
SW1’. A magnificent gift, immediately
christened ‘The Centenary Bell’, which
made use of straight away to summon
diners to their seats. Upon announcing
the gift all present gave Mr McEwan a
generous round of applause befitting
his gift.
The
caterers
had
beautifully
laid round tables each seating
10. Every place setting had a fine
menu card superbly printed by Rob
Blackledge detailing the history of
the Association as well as the bill of
fare. In addition everyone was given
a boxed commemorative champagne
flute bearing the Regimental Badge
encircled with the legend ‘Regimental
Association Centenary 27th January
2014’. The tables were completed with
the addition of Regimental Silverware.
Following the Selkirk Grace a
fine starter of baked salmon was
served before the strains of the pipes
announced the entrance of the haggis.

Pipe Major Jim McLucas led the haggis
bearer around the drill hall before it
was laid on a table in the centre.
Step forward the inimitable Gordon
Skilling for his very own special
rendition of the Address. He didn’t
disappoint and guests witnessing the
ancient tradition for the first time sat
enthralled. Helen leaned over to ask for
a translation, a shrug of the shoulders
was the best answer I could give. After
the haggis a fine main course of chump
of lamb followed by the most chocolaty
of desserts in keeping with the dietary
demands of most committee members.
Following coffee, the toasts.
The committee had agreed that a
semi-formal, light approach to the
evening should be adopted, therefore
we dispensed with speeches (strangely
no one seems to have complained of
this decision). Having given the loyal
toast and the toast to the Regiment,
I welcomed our many guests, who
included members wives, partners,
fathers, sons, sisters and a daughter
in law, and introduced our official
guests, namely: Lt Col Rupert Pim,
CO LONDONS; Mr Trevor Canton
chairman of the Queens Association
(Middx Branch) representing B Coy;
Major Alec Ferguson, chairman of the
Fusiliers Association (London branch)
representing C Coy; and Mr Noel
Gunning vice chairman of the London
Irish Rifles Association, representing
D Coy.
Our London Regiment connections
complete, on a wider London front we
also welcomed Col. Richard Burford,
chairman of the Federation of London
Old Comrades Associations.
Special mention was then made of
Mrs Susan Benfield, who technically
speaking was not a guest having
been made an honorary life member
of the Association. All present were
informed that Susan was not only
the daughter of Colonel Duggie Lyall
Grant (CO of the 1st Bn in the 1920’s
and Association chairman from 1956–
1968) but also the granddaughter of
Major William Lyall Grant. Having
served in the Regiment from 1881–
1902 Major William Lyall Grant was
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the chairman of the interim committee
that established the Association and
became the very first chairman of the
Association, holding office from 1914–
1945, presiding over the comfort funds
for the troops in both World Wars. Few
families can have contributed so much
to the Regiment and the Association
over the past 100 years. She received a
richly deserved ovation, links with the
past indeed. Members then drank the
health of our guests.
Completing our Regimental Family
connections was Col Christopher Van
Der Noot chairman of the Gordon
Highlanders London Association,
though as an honorary life member of
the Association he too was not a guest.
The final toast of the evening was a
toast first heard in our Regimental
Headquarters 100 years ago, quite
simply ‘The Association’. A comfort
break was then announced.
Members and guests were summoned
back to their seats by a robust ringing
of the ‘Centenary Bell’ (what a useful
gift) for our musical interlude. Firstly
Isla St Clair took the stage (another
honorary member) who captivated the
drill hall with a wonderfully evocative
medley of Scottish songs. Starting
with the haunting ‘On the Road to
Passchendaele’ she then regaled us
with her tribute to the Black Watch,
‘The Gallant Forty Twa’ before getting
everyone to sing along with a medley
of well known Scottish songs including
‘A Gordon for Me’ (cue table 10) before
finishing with the superb ‘When The
Pipers Play’. This was the signal for
the stirring entrance of the Regimental
Pipes and Drums fully clad in Hodden
Grey No.1’s. Once again Nobby, Jim
and the lads did us proud. Then
the usual circle was formed for the
Evening Hymn and finally the National
Anthem.
And then it was over. What began as
an idea last June had materialised into a
most magnificent tribute marking 100
years of the ‘Regimental Association’.
The ‘ stage managed’ part of the evening
over members and their guests carried
on their reminiscing until travel plans
intervened and gradually one by one
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‘I write to thank you and all members
of the London Scottish Regimental
Association for your wonderful
hospitality yesterday evening. It really
was a fabulous event and one I was
enormously privileged to have been a
guest. In particular I was struck by the
image of your predecessor addressing a
gathering of London Scots exactly 100
years earlier – that William Lyall Grant’s
granddaughter should be present only
served to re-inforce the poignancy’. Lt
Col Rupert Pim WG, (CO LONDONS).
‘I consider it a real honour to be
invited as one of the guests, at an event
such as this which is your celebration
of a wonderful milestone for your
Regiment… the visible strength and
vitality of your Association was a
marvellous thing to witness, and should
enable you to continue to support

we disappeared into the night. Some
had travelled far and wide to be with
us: Ken Duncan and Eric Bee from
Scotland, Joe Checkley from Cumbria,
Yogi and Murdo from Norfolk, Barney
from Suffolk and the rest of us from
our Home County retreats. There
were those who had not travelled
far, namely Don Hossack and Jimmy
Nicholson, in-patients at the Royal
Hospital, resplendent in their scarlets.
A wonderful turnout, my thanks to all
who supported this event and made
it such a special occasion. In total we
were had 7 Colonels present, including
the present and past Presidents of the
Association (Colonels David, John and
Richard) and a former CO, Colonel Sir
Tommy Macpherson MC.
I am of course biased in my
assessment of the evening but judging
by the many letters and e-mails I have
since received I guess the evening
could be deemed a success. Extracts
include:

‘A great atmosphere, a real London
Scots evening’.

gift glass for each person, and great
entertainment with Isla and the band’.

‘It was good to catch up with some
old faces and all in all great fun. The
engraved glasses were a nice touch’.

‘My guest, on his second visit to RHQ,
was again very moved by all the
tradition and ceremony and thoroughly
enjoyed himself ’.

‘A most enjoyable evening at 95 last
night to celebrate 100 years of the
Association. It was both a pleasure and
privilege to be part of it’.
‘I thought last night’s event was
excellent’.
‘A memorable and thoroughly enjoyable
evening’
‘Just a note to say what a really splendid
evening last night was: a very fitting
celebration for the Centenary’.
‘High
quality
programme/menu,
very treasurable boxed and engraved
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your soldiers’. Major Alec Ferguson
(Fusiliers Association).
‘Thank you for inviting me to what
was a superb evening, which I thoroughly
enjoyed. The balance and quality of all
aspects were ‘spot on’ and afforded me
some insight into The London Scottish
Regimental Association on my first visit
to your HQ’. Noel Gunning (London
Irish Rifles Association).
‘It was a wonderful occasion, which I
thoroughly enjoyed. I am very grateful to
you for inviting me to such a significant
event in such emotive surroundings’
Col Richard Burford (Federation of
London OCA’s)

Highlanders London Association)
‘I was so proud to be there. My
grandfather and father loved the
London Scottish’ Mrs Susan Benfield.
Finally to quote from the refrain on
the menu card “Here’s to the next 100
years”.
Strike Sure
Steve Lovelock
Chairman
–
London
Regimental Association

Scottish

‘I was proud to wear the Association
tie in London Scottish company’. Col
Christopher Van Der Noot (Gordon

‘Isla was wonderful’
‘It was also a joy to catch-up with so
many once familiar faces’
‘I think the evening was a resounding
success - well attended and elegantly
presented’.
‘Isla and the Ps and Ds were excellent’
‘What a wonderful evening, I could
hardly have enjoyed it more. It was a
real pleasure to be part of it’
And from our guests:
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Obituaries

to do
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‘TED’ SILVESTER 1925 – 2014.
Within the sound of Bow Bells,
Edward Louis George Silvester was
born on 9th January 1925 into a
family of engineers and craftsmen.
His father managed a garage; his
uncles had a furniture factory. As
young “Ted” or “Teddy Boy” grew up,
he loved to help his grandmother in
her ‘fruit and veg shop’. His first real
job was in a music shop in Islington.
He then went on to train as a lift
engineer and it was whilst working
on the lifts at Sims Aviation, at the
beginning of WW2, that Ted met
Kathy, his later to be wife. In 1943,
Ted was working in Scotland fitting
blackout shutters, when he decided to
enlist into The Gordon Highlanders.
Following his basic training with the
General Service Corps, he was posted
in July 1943 to 6th Gordons.
Ted saw service and was wounded
in The Anzio Beachhead Landings. In
June 1945, Ted was rebadged to The
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders,
later serving in Palestine ‘til demob in
October 1947. Ted and Kathy married
in 1949 and settled in Tooting. They
bought a house in 1959, which was to
be Ted’s home for the next 55 years.
Kathy passed away in 1995, after a
long illness. She was very sadly missed
by Ted and their three offspring;
Helen, Peter and Julie. During their
early married years, Ted, Kathy
and children had many very happy
holidays travelling, camping and
caravanning all over Britain.
Post service, Ted worked as ‘House
Engineer’ at the Chancery Lane Silver
Vaults, as an Insurance Man and in the
late 1960’s, he set up “EL & G Silvester
- Electrical Contractors, continuing
to work into his 70’s.
Always the
traveller, Ted revisited many of his old
service places (including Palestine)
with his many and varied associations
and clubs. He was a member of many
(and Committee Member of several)
Associations and Clubs, including;
The Gordon Highlanders (x 2), The
Argyll and & Sutherland Highlanders,
The Seaforth Highlanders, The Black

Ted Sylvester at 95

Watch, The London Scottish, The
Royal British Legion and Royal British
Legion Scotland, The Italian Star,
Rotary Club, The London Highland
Games Committee and more.
Ted was a Case Worker and a former
Treasurer for RBL Battersea Branch
and was a serving Committee Member
of The London Association up ‘til his
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final parade. Ted‘s physical health had
suffered for some years, but he still
attended every event and function
if at all possible, including the First
Tuesday informal gatherings at The
London Scottish HQ (known by some
of the younger element as “The Last
of the Summer Wine” lot).
In latter times, Ted spent several

months in and out of St Georges
Hospital, The Trinity Hospice and the
Ashcroft Nursing Home, battling his
long illness, a battle that he finally lost
on 13th February 2014. His funeral
was on Friday 7th March at The
Beckenham Crematorium. The chapel
was full to overflowing, with standing
room only, for the light service well
in keeping with the thanksgiving for
Ted’s life, rather than the mourning of
his passing.
To mention just a few in attendance
supporting Ted’s family and to
represent his many and varied
interests: The Standard Bearers
of The Italy Star and the London
Scottish Associations, The Chairmen
of The Gordon Highlanders London
Association and The London Scottish
Regimental Association and many
others, far too numerous to name,
far easier to mention some of the
Regimental Ties seen on parade:
Gordon Highlanders, Argyll &
Sutherland Highlanders, London
Scottish,
Seaforth
Highlanders,
Black Watch, Queen’s Own Cameron
Highlanders, King’s Own Scottish
Borderers,
Honourable
Artillery
Company, Italian Star Association,
Royal British Legion and some
inadvertently missed.
The pipe tunes played at the chapel
were: Dark Island, Flowers of the
Forest, Amazing Grace and Cock
O’ the North. After the service, all
repaired to The RBL Club at Hayes,
Kent for tea and a sumptuous buffet
kindly provided by Helen, Julie and
Peter.
The many stories and memories
of Ted, Dad or Granddad were
being passed around and will be for
many years to come. One comment
overheard was – “If there is a bar

up there, ‘Waggie’ will have a dram
waiting for Ted” (‘Waggie’ alludes to
Charles ‘Waggie’ Cook, a very long
standing friend of Ted’s who passed
away in November 2013). Ted Silvester,
an Old Soldier sadly missed by Helen,
Peter and Julie, six grandchildren
and four great-grandchildren and
everyone
privileged to have served, worked
with or knew him.
John Spoore RVM
Vice Chairman / Hon. Secretary.
The Gordon Highlanders London
Association

Submissions for the April Gazette should be sent by no later than
the 25th July 2014 for inclusion. All submissions are gratefully accepted.
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THE LONDON REGIMENT

London’s own infantry

Ready for adventure? Looking for a challenge?
Want to develop yourself and learn new skills?
Join the London Regiment and start training with us
Want to find out more?
Contact The Regimental
Operations Support Officer

0207 801 2543

londons-roso@mod.uk

